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1 I ntrod u ct ion 

1.1 lnterpretation of measurements 

In science, it is not possible to decide in full objectiveness between theories, as we 
do not dispose of an independent observational language in which to describe mea
surements; experiments acquire meaning through a theory. The acceptance of a new 
theory is determined not solely by the theory's ability to resolve existing problems, but 
also by whether it looks promising to resolve many in the future or not. 

Kuhn1 and Feyerabend2, who developed this idea, have not shed much light on the 
following point. In the absence of external criteria, a theory necessarily prescribes what 
should be considered an ideal measurement, internat criteria. These should correspond 
with the definition of the measured quantity. The question is, does any definition go? 
For example, in quanturn mechanics an 'observable' is represented per definitionem by 
a self-adjoint operator. lf we quantum-mechanically describe an apparatus to measure 
such an observable, we should find which interpretation quanturn mechanics gives to 
the reading of the apparatus. lt is by no means dear that quanturn mechanics provides 
us with an apparatus, such that its reading corresponds to a self-adjoint operator; it 
does not, in general.3 

The point is: one should check the consistency of the theory's (dynamica!) descrip
tion of the behaviour of actual systems with its {kinematica!) prescriptions for ideal 
measuring instruments. We shall do so for the Special Theory of Relativity (STR): 
the measuring instruments of our interest are the doek and the measuring rod. The 
postulate of consistency is an important tooi in separating useful definitions from less 
useful ones. 

1.2 Time measurement and proper time 

Reichenbach4 distinguishes between two basic kinds of time measurement: one, count
ing periodic processes, the other, measuring spatial distances corresponding to certain 
non-periodic processes. An instanee of the former is the spring-balance doek. Three 
docks in the latter category are: the light doek ( sending light to and fro between two 
mirrors ); the earth doek ( counting 'complete revolutions' with respect to the sun, or 
with respect to the fixed stars); angular measurements subdividing theearth's rotation 
period {here one uses the uniformity of the earth's rotation). 

1Thomas S. Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolution1 (2nd enlarged ed., The University of 
Chicago Press, Chicago, 1970). 

2 P.K. Feyerabend, How to Be a Good Empirici&t-A Plea for Toleranee in Matter& Epiltemo
logical, in Bernard Baumrin (ed.}, Philo&ophy of Science. The Delaware Seminar. Vo1.2, 1962-1963 
(lnterscience Publishers, New Vork, 1963). 

3 See Hans Martens, The Uncertainty Principle (Thesis Technische Universiteit Eindhoven, 1991). 
4 Hans Reichenbach, The Philo1ophy of Space and Time (Dover Publications, lnc., New Vork, 

1958), §§ 17-18. 
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From a positivistic point of view, measurements can be performed independently on 
the theory at hand. In accordance with this view, Dieks6 defines a doek which does 
not depend on either Newtonian physics or SRT: 

"lt is possible to give a description of the experiment which is compatible 
both with Newtonian physics and the theory of relativity. lt is very easy to 
imagine pieces of apparatus which can be considered as clocks both from 
a classica! and a relativistic point of view. For example, the clocks could 
be so constructed-using some periodic process-that they would punch 
holes in a paper tape to record the number of elapsed time units." 

This is a possible definition for a doek in one frame of inertia, and such a doek can 
be used to describe all sorts of physical phenomena. 

On the other hand, if one postulates synchronization of clocks in different frames of 
inertia, moving with respect to one another, the classica! doek and the relativistic 
doek must differ. This synchronization is intrinsic to the definition of time in STR. 
Whether or not physical clocks fulfil the synchronization conditions in STR cannot be 
postulated; it must be checked. We shall do so fora simple doek, based on a periodic 
process, which can be described by relativistic dynamics of particles-this excludes 
the light doek, for which electrodynamics is necessary. We shall move our doek about 
and see how the synchronization enters the description as a physical process. 

What does a doek moving non-inertially indicate? In Einslein's original6 formulation 
of what was to be later called the twin paradox, Einstein let a doek move in a polygon. 
He supposed that the doek would not suffer from discontinuities in velocity, and that 
motion along a circle could be seen as the limiting case of increasing the number 
of sides. Generalizing, an ideal relativistic doek moving non-inertially is supposed to 
indicate a quantity called 'proper time'. This postulale for ideality is called the doek 
hypothesis. 

The name 'doek hypothesis' comes fr'om the supposition that real clocks behave in 
that fashion (it actually seems to have the status of idée fixe ). In following chapters 
calculations shall be performed to determine the behaviour of a doek when acceler
ated: is the cloçk hypothesis consistent with the description of clocks in STR? 

5 Dennis Dieks, Studie& in the Foundation& of Phy&ic&; a dilcuuion of &ome relation& between 
phy&ic&, the foundation& of phy&ic& and the philo&ophy of &cience (Thesis Rijksuniversiteit Utrecht, 
1981), p.138. 

6 A. Einstein, Zur Elektrodynamik bewegter Körper, Ann. d. Phys. 17 (1905), as reprinted 
in H.A. Lorentz, A. Einstein, H. Minkowski, Da& Relativität&prinzip (5th edition, B.G. Teubner, 
Leipzig/Berlin, 1923). 
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1.3 The interpretation of the Lorentz-FitzGerald contraction 

In 18877 Michelson and Morley8 had performed sensitive measurements in order to 
determine the speed of the earth with respect to the aether. Their apparatus mea
sured the interference pattern of coherent light beams sent to and fro along two 
perpendicularly attached arms; the whole could be turned in the horizontal plane. 
The interference pattern being unaffected by turning the arms was interpreted as the 
apparatus having a null speed relative to the aether. 

Lorentz9 had an alternative explanation for the null result. He remarked that if a 
beam moving lengthwise with respect to the aether were slightly contracted, the 
contraction would compensate for the beam's movement. Against possible opposition 
that the hypothesis be far-fetched, he argued that it would be possible that the 
interaction between molecules or atoms moving through the aether is modified in 
such a way as to cause contraction in rigid bodies ('feste Körper'). Thus, he imagined 
the contraction to be 're al'. The hypothesis of contraction had some time earlier been 
formulated independently by FitzGerald10 . To do no unjustice to either Lorentz or 
FitzGerald, the contraction is often called Lorentz-FitzGerald contraction. 

Poincaré in his 1900 artiele La théorie de Lorentzet Ie principe de réaction11 aseribes 
the Lorentz-FitzGerald contraction to the measurement procedure: 

"For the compensation to take place, one should relate the phenomena 
not to the real time t, but to a certain local time t', defined as follows. 
I assume that observers in different points synchronize their watches by 
means of light signals: that they seek to correct these signals by the 
transmission time, but not knowing they are moving and thus believing 
that the signals are transmitted at equal speeds in both directions, they 
are obliged to make their observations cross-wise, sending a signal from 
A to B, later another from B toA. The local time t' is the time marked 
by the watches thus synchronized." ~ 2 

7 Many references to original publications can be found inW. Rindler, Eirutein'8 Priority in Rec
ognizing Time Dilation Phy8ically, Am. J. Phys. 38, 1111 (1970). An asterisk(*) in my references 
indicates I did not have the opportunity to consult the original work. 

8 Michelson and Morley, * American Journalof Science (3) 34, 333 (1887); * Phil. Mag. (5) 24, 
449 (1887). 

9 H.A. Lorentz, *De aberratietheorie van Stoke8, Zittingsverslagen der Akad. v. Wet. te Am
sterdam, 1892-1893, 74; Ver8uch einer Theorie der electri8chen und opti8chen Er8cheinungen 
in bewegten Körpern (E.J. Brill, Leiden, 1895), of which some relevant sections are reprinted 
in H.A. Lorentz, A. Einstein, H. Minkowski, Da8 Relativität8prinzip (5th edition, B.G. Teubner, 
Leipzig/Berlin, 1923), with modified spelling and some slight alterations. 

10 H.A. Lorentz, op. cit., p. 122: 'Wie Hr. Fitzgerald mir freundlichst mittheilte, hat er seine Hy
pothese schon seit längerer Zeit in seinen Vorlesungen behandelt. In der Literatur habe ich dieselbe 
nur bei Hrn. Lodge, in der Abhandlung "Aberration problems" (London Phil. Trans., Vol. 184, A, p. 
727, 1893) erwähnt gefunden.' 

11 H. Poincaré, Arch. Néerl. (2) 5, 270 (1900). 
12 "Pour que la compensation se fasse, il faut rapporter les phénomènes, non pas au temps vrai t, 

ma is à un certain temp8 local t' défini de la façon suivante. Je suppose que des observateurs placés 
en différents points, règlent leurs mantres à l'aide de signaux lumineux: qu'ils cherchent à corriger 
ces signaux du temps de la transmission, mais qu'ignorant Ie mouvement de translation dont ils sont 
animés et croyant par conséquent que les signaux se transmettent également vite dans les deux sens, 
ils se barnent à croiser les observations, enenvoyant un signal de A en B, puis un autre de Ben A. 
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Lorentz thought the length contraction to be real; he saw the local time ( Ortszeit) as 
a merely mathematica! artifice13. Poincaré, though, saw the local time as an artifice 
with which he could interpret the Lorentz-FitzGerald contraction as an effect of a 
length measurement procedure which depends on synchronizing clocks by light signals. 
The difference in interpretation of the physical significanee of the contraction was 
not resolved by Einstein's 1905 special theory of relativity. lt is my aim to make a 
contribution to the discussion on the interpretation. 

1.4 Realists and observationalists 

In genera!, I shall call the interpretation that a theory describes 'reality' or 'the real 
world' realistic. The interpretation that a theory prediets outcomes of experiments, 
without necessarily pertaining to the reality behind the phenomena, I shall call obser
vationalistic. 

A few physicists believe STR is wrong in its assumptions or predictions. Some14 dislike 
certain concepts ( time-dilation, for instanee) which they fee I cannot have a realistic in
terpretation; with thought experiments they try to show that STR is illogical. Others15 

believe they have real experimental evidence that an absolute frame of reference exists, 
contrary to STR. lt is important to note that one cannot prove a consistent theory 
wrong by thought experiments (of course, a consistent theory need not be 'right'). 
The 'experimental evidence' of an absolute frame is not generally acknowledged. 

Among the observationalists we should mention defenders of the thesis of the conven
tionality of simultaneity. They assert that there is no absolute way of synchronizing 
distant clocks, or to measure the one-way velocity of light. Dropping the assumption 
that the velocity of light be equal in_ all directions, one can make a new ( consis
tent) theory. In a very instructive article16 Winnie shows how by operationalization of 
such a theory it is possible to obtain predictions of experimental outcomes that do 
not depend on the above assumption. By this theory a realistic interpretation of the 
Lorentz-FitzGerald contraction is not possible. 

My field of investigation, though, shall be length contraction and time dilation in 
standard STR. An important point is the operationalization of a length measure
ment procedure in which one uses a measuring rod. In classica! mechanics, an ideal 
measuring rod is rigid, but in STR the concept of rigidity presents us with problems. 

le temps local t' est Ie temps marqué par les montres ainsi réglées." 
13op. cit., p.50. 
ue.g., Jean Amant, in A Fundamental Inve1tigation Into the Theroy of Relativity (Academia, 

louvain-la-Neuve, 1991). 
16e.g., contributors to J.P. Wesley (ed.), Progreu inSpace-Time Phy1ic& 1987(8enjamin Wesley 

- Publisher, 1987). 
16 John A. Winnie, Special relativity without one-way velocity auumption&, Philosophy of Science 

37, pp. 81-99 and 223-238 (1969) 
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1.5 The concept of rigidity 

The speed of light is not infinitely large. lt can happen that two events are so far apart 
in space that no light signal can link them, i.e., if at one event a flash of light is sent 
out, it will arrive at the position of the other event after this event happened. In STR 
the time-order of these events is not fixed: it depends on the motion of an observer 
which event is first and which is last. Obviously, with no fixed time-order there can 
be no causal relation between one event and the other. 

In classica I mechanics17 , a rigid body is defined as a system of point masses the 
distance between which is constant. Thus a force working on one point mass would 
immediately affect other point masses of the system. In STR, however, the causal 
relation betweenone point beginning to move and others moving with it immediately 
is absent because a fixed time-order lacks. The point masses can be made to move 
simultaneously (in some inertial frame) by a signa I sent in the past. 

In Einstein's 1905 article18 no attempt was made to transfer the concept of a rigid 
body from classica! mechanics to relativistic physics. Though Einstein mentioned rigid 
bodies (starre Körper), he was not at all concerned with accelerated bodies but with 
bodies moving as a whole at a constant velocity. Acceleration he considered on point 
particles only. 

Max Born19 tried to obtain a 'differential law' for motion of a rigid body. According 
to Born, all elementsof a rigid body should be Lorentz-FitzGerald contracted. Very 
soon afterwards Ehrenfest20 pointed out that Born's treatment gives Contradietory 
results on the uniform rotation of a cylinder (the problem is often called Ehrenfest's 
Paradox). The problem is easiest explained on a bicycle wheel: all elementsof the tyre 
of a turning wheel move momentarily in the direction of their length, and should thus 
be Lorentz-FitzGerald contracted. All elements of the spokes move perpendicularly 
to the direction of their length, and should show no contraction. So what about the 
relation between a circle's radius and its circumference? 

Herglotz and Noether elaborated 21 Born's theory. Then Laue22 showed that in STR 
no body (thought of as a continuum) has a finite number of degrees of freedom. In 
different wording his conclusions on the concept of rigidity in STR are: 1. lt is not 
possible to define rigidity of a body in correspondence with classica! mechanics. 2. 
One can (kinematically) define rigidity of motion. 3. With theory of elasticity one may 
be able to define which bodies are (dynamically) more rigid than others. 

17 see, for insta nee, V.I. Arnold, Mathematical Method1 of Clauical Mechanici (2nd ed., Springer
Verlag, New Vork, 1989). 

18 A. Einstein, * Zur Elektrodynamik bewegter Körper, Ann. d. Phys. 17 (1905), reprinted .in 
H.A. lorentz, A. Einstein, H. Minkowski, Da1 Relativitätlprinzip (5th edition, B.G. Teubner, 
leipzig/Berlin, 1923). 

19 M. Born, Die Theorie de& darren Elektron& in der Kinematik de& Relativität&prinzip&, Ann. 
d. Phys. ( 4) 30, 1 (1909). 

20 P. Ehrenfest, Physik. Zeitschr. 10, 918 (1909). 
21 G. Herglotz, Ann. d. Phys. (4) 31, 393 (1910); F. Noether, Ann. d. Phys. (4) 31, 919 (1910). 
22 M. laue, Zur Dilkuuion über den &tarren Körper in der Relativität&theorie, Physik. Zeitschr 

12, 85 (1911). 
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1.6 A thought experiment: the roeket problem 

In How to teach special relativity 23 Bell treats the following problem, which hetook 
from a discussion in the American Journal of Physics ( cf. next section ). Consider two 
identical rockets not moving with respect to some frame of inertia. The rockets have 
been connected by a fragile thread. See Fig. 1.1. The engines of the rockets have 
identical acceleration programmes. Now we start both engines at the same time. The 
rockets whiz away. Will the thread break? 

D~----=>~-------------0~----=> 

Fig. 1.1 lnitial configuration in the roeket problem. 

According to Bell, the thread will break because of an intolerable stress that will be 
imposed on the thread. I shall illustrate his line of thought. For our inertial observer 
both rockets have the same history of speed and acceleration, so the distance between 
the rockets will be measured to be equal at all times. But now imagine one of the 
cosmonauts24 having taken a measuri~g rod with him. 

In Bell's reasoning, an ideal (rigid) relativistic measuring rod, moving with respect 
to us, is Lorentz-FitzGerald contracted. So if the cosmonaut would step out of his 
spateeraft and measure the distance between the rackets, he would measure it to be 
greater than the initial distance. We should expect the connecting thread to show the 
same contraction as the measuring rod. Since the thread is connected to the rackets, 
though, it cannot contract. According to Bell, as soon as the stress imposed on the 
thread becomes intolerably large, the thread will snap. The validity of Bell's condusion 
will be discussed later on in this report. 

23 J.S. Bell, Speakable and Urnpeakable in Quanturn Mechanici. (Cambridge U.P., Cambridge, 
1987), chapt. 9. 

24 Cosmonaut seems more appropriate a word to describe a traveiler through space-time then as
tronaut. See Fig. 1.2. 
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Fig. 1.2 The first man in space, cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin. 

1.7 Discussion of the roeket problem 1n American Journal of 
Physics 

The described thought experiment appeared in a 1959 article25 in the American Jour
nat of Physics. With it, the authors argued that the Lorentz-FitzGerald contraction 
has real existence: relativistic contraction can cause measurable stresses 'until for high 
enough veloeities the thread finally reaches its elastic limit and breaks' . 

The first comment was a letter26 in which a rather trivia! correction was made, namely, 
that one should explicitly state that the rockets should be point rockets. The condu
sion proper of the thought experiment were not questioned . 

A critica! artiele followed 27 in which Nawrocki argues against the conclusions of Dewan 
and Seran's article. He states that an observer in a rest frame wilt measure the distance 
between moving objects with a 'rigid rod', moving and Lorent-FitzGerald contracted. 
Besides, he regards the situation identical to the one with two rockets at rest in an 
inertial frame, viewed by an observer accelerated in the opposite direction. Then it 
is suggested that if the breaking of the thread is velocity-determined, it wilt depend 

25 E. Dewan and M. Beran, Am . J . Phys. 27, 517 (1959). 
26 A.A. Evett and R.K. Wangsness, Am. J . Phys. 28, 566 (1960) . 
21 P.J. Nawrocki , Am. J. Phys. 30, 771 (1962). 
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on the choice of frame whether or not the thread breaks. From his point of view, the · 
Lorentz-FitzGerald contraction causes no stresses: the thread will not break. 

Dewan28 refuted Nawrocki's objections by discussing the role of simultaneity in mea
surement of distance. After this article, the discussion did not concern the validity of 
the condusion that the thread would break: Romain29 showed how space-time dia
grams clarify the situation, Evett30 describes how the roeket problem can be used in 
physics courses. 

lf we leave the thread out for a moment, Dewan's kinematica! description of the 
motion of the rockets amounts to: measuring with ideal ('rigid') rods, an observer co
moving momentarily will see the distance between the rockets increase. Saying that 
a thread would break is a symbolic way of expressing this. 

Apart from the fact that one should take great care in specifying the procedure of 
length-measurement, the concept of a connecting thread is most certainly not un
problematic. Problems which arise are: Is it possible to define what such a connecting 
thread is? lf indeed one can do so, how will the thread behave? We will use a dynamica I 
approach to describe the behaviour. We shallleave the subject of operationalization of 
the measurement process, accounting for transmission times of signa Is (as indicated 
by Poincaré31 ) for further research. 

1.8 In this report ... 

Firstly, we shall investigate the thought experiment for the case that there is no 
connecting thread, i.e., the case of unconnected rockets. This will show us whether 
or not the Lorentz-FitzGerald contraction is brought about by acceleration in some 
natural way. Such an investigation will also bring out the possibility of defining a 
connecting thread . 

We shall construct a model of an acc~lerated measuring rod, based on the situation 
of the thought experiment: two rockets conneeled by a spring (a model of a thread), 
in accordance with the possibility to define a connection. Contrary to previous dis
cussions, we shall not consider the issue kinematically, but kinematically. We shall 
obtain information about the (non- )ideality of the 'rod' when accelerated according 
to a dynamica! scheme, in which the external forces on the rockets are prescribed, 
not the accelerations of the rockets. lt shall become clear that for sufficiently gentie 
acceleration, the spring (thread) will not break. 

The behaviour under acceleration of a model of a clock will be determined . The 
mechanism is a periodic process: the turning of a partiele around a fixed point to which 
it is attached by a spring. This model is chosenforits similarity to our measuring rod. 
Does such a clock, when accelerated, indicate the proper time or does it not? To find 
this out, we will calculate its behaviour under the restrietion to a rotation with small 
veloeities for a co-moving observer. 

8 

28 E.M. Dewan, Am . J. Phys. 31 , 383 (1963) . 
29 J.E. Romain , Am . J. Phys. 31 , 576 (1963) . 
30 A .A. Evett, Am. J. Phys. 40, 1170 (1972) . 
31 H. Poincaré, l.c. 



2 Theory 

2.1 I ntrod uction 

This introduetion is intended to make the reader familiar with some postulates and 
results of the special theory of relativity (STR). 

Our first postulate is that frames of inertia be equivalent. 

What is a frame of inertia ? lmagine an ice skater turning a pirouette. lf she would 
throw away a mitten, she would see it falling to the ice in circles around her. She 
cannot point out a cause for it to turn in circles. Her frame, her way of seeing things 
happen, is not a frame of inertia. In a frame of inertia objects behave differently: 
if there is no interaction (gravity for instance), an object either stays where it is or 
moves at constant speed along a straight line in space. 

lmagine us in a frame of inertia, far away from any influence, somewhere far away 
from any star or planet. Our frame of inertia is not exclusive: another observer moving 
at a constant speed with respect to us sees all objects behave according to the very 
same rule given above. The equivalence of frames of inertia means that all physical 
laws take the same form for observers in different frames of inertia. 

The second postulate is that in vacuum, all observers in frames of inertia abserve 
light to travel at the same speed, a number we shall call c. There is no slower light 
or faster light in a vacuum. This has striking consequences. lf someone moving away 
at great speed, say ninety percent of the speed c, signals with a flash-light, both he 
and us will measure the signal to travel at the same speed. 

By this light signal we cannot determine who is standing still and who is moving: the 
other observer and us are simply moving with respect to each other. The concept 
of an absolute reference frame with an aether as light-conducting medium has thus 
become superfluous in STR. 

lt is customary in STR to describe all happenings in events. Any observer, whether 
in a frame of inertia or not, can fix time and position of an event by means of four 
numbers. One number is needed for the time and three are needed for the position. 
The numbers are called coordinates and the convention of correspondente between 
coordinates and events is called a coordinate system. 

Let's suppose we are in a frame of inertia and that we are looking at what happens on 
a straight line. We have at our disposal some kind of measuring rod and a doek, to 
measure position (one space coordinate) and time of events on the straight line. We 
call the space coordinate x and the time coordinate t, both measured from a fixed 
origin in space and time that we are free to choose. Someone moving with constant 
speed v along the line is in a frame of inertia, too. He will describe events on the 
line in terms of his own coordinates, x' for position and t' for time of an event. What 
we are looking for is the recipe to find the correspondente between the coordinate 
systems. lf we let the origins coincide at t = 0, the correspondente is given by the 
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Lorentz transformation: 

x' = 

t' 

where 'i' is short for 1 I J1 - v2 I c2. 

7(x- vt) 
V 

7(t- -x) 
c2 

More generally, letting x0 be the time coordinate and x i, i 
coordinates, we can say 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

1, 2, 3 the position 

I I I 

xu = A: · xu +nu . (2.3) 

Th is transformation is called the Poincare transformat ion: nu' is a shift of the origin, 
A:' is the Lorentz transformation matrix, which will now depend on v, the relative 
speed vector. 

We assume a four-dimensional space-time. The Lorentz transformation affects the Eu
clidean distance between two points in space. There is a geometry ( distance-concept) 
which does not change with a Lorentz transformation, the Minkowskian geometry, 
which gives an invariant number for the distance between events in space-time: the 
interval. An interval between two events is null if there is a straight ray of light con
necting the two events, timelike if the two events are connected by a crooked ray of 
light (with reflections) and spacelike if there is no connecting ray of light. 

We shall investigate the motion of material particles; infinitely smallobjects which can 
assume any velocity smaller than c. All events of a material partiele being somewhere 
at a certain moment, all these events together are called the partiele's world line. 
We only deal with smooth world lines in space-time. As a material partiele's velocity 
is always smaller than c, its world line is timelike: the intervals between all pairs of 
events on the world line are timelike. 

2.2 Relativistic dynamics of a partiele 

2.2.1 Introduetion 

The classica! concepts of force, mass and acceleration have been applied successfully 
in many fields. Their application in extreme cases, though, is not obvious. The special 
theory of relativity is concerned particularly with the extreme case of high velocities. 

Our goal is to find the correspondence between equations of motion in different frames 
of inertia. There are several ways to do this: firstly, one can directly transform the 
equations of motion of a momentarily not-moving partiele (the classica! limit of low 
velocity ); secondly, the equations of motion can be derived from the principle of least 
act ion. 

2.2.2 Direct transformation of equations of motion 

The subject of investigation is the motion of a material partiele moving on a smooth 
timelike world line in space-time. We assume that the geometry of space-time is 
M inkowskian. 
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To make clear that no dynamics whatsoever are involved in changes offrame, we shall 
take the rough road of mathematica! preciseness. 

We may use the traversed curve length to parametrize the world line. As the world 
line is timelike, we may equally well use the time-coordinale of any frame of inertia 
to parametrize the world line. 

Between the space-time coordinates of different frames of inertia there is a simple 
correspondence, viz., the Lorentz transformation ( or, more generally, the Poincaré 
transformation ). Now we want to express the 3-acceleration in a frame of inert ia 
in terms of quantities measured in another frame. This 3-acceleration is the secend 
derivative of the curve coordinates expressed as functions of the time in this frame. 
The first derivative we call the 3-velocity. 

Our approach shall be to exploit the fact that the correspondente between 4-velocities 
is the Lorentz transformation, the 4-velocity being the derivative of the curve coor
dinates as functions of the curve length, or proper time r. The 4-velocity can be 
expressed in the 3-velocity, and thus we find the correspondente between 3-velocities. 
Using the correspondente between the time-coordinates in different frames we find 
how the 3-velocity in one frame functionally depends on the time-coordinale of an
other frame. The derivative of this function gives us the 3-acceleration in the frame. 

The case of interest to us is when in some frame a partiele is not rnaving momentarily. 
lts 3-acceleration we can interpret in a Newtonian way as force divided by eigenmass 
(being some measure of amount of matter). The transformation formula then shows 
us what effect the force has on a rnaving particlel 

Definitions Let the coordinates in space-time of a timelike world line for a frame of 
inert ia S be xu( r ), the metric being such that 

(2.4) 

i.e. components gptT of the metric tensor are non-zero on the diagonal only, 
viz. + 1, -1, -1, -1. We call r the proper time. We measure length and time in the 
same units and take c to be 1. 

We define the 4-velocity uu and the 4-acceleration Au by 

(2.5) 

The world line is timelike, which implies that there is a one-to-one map f mapping 
x 0 to r: r = f( x0 ). We define xu and üu by 

(2.6) 

and 

(2.7) 

For a frame of inert ia S' the coordinates of the world line are given by xu'. We let the 
crigin of S' coincide with the crigin of S. The correspondente between xu' and xu is 
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given by 
(2.8) 

A:' being the matrix of a Lorentz transformation. In special relativity theory the matrix 
elements A:' depend on the relative velocity of the two frames only. We define uu' 
and Au' by 

uu' ( T) = dxu' ( T) = dA:' xu ( T) = A u' u u ( T) 
dr dr u 

, duu' , 
Au (r) = -(r) =A: Au(r). 

dr 

The one-to-one map f' maps x0' to r: T = f'(x 0'). We define 

x u' ( x0') = xu' ( f'( x0')) 

üu' (x0
') = ~::: (x0

') = ::~. (x0
'). uu' ( f'(x 0

') ). 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

Salution Our starting-point is the identity A:' . u u( T) = u u' ( T ). By Eqs. (2.7) and 
(2.12) we have 

{2.13) 

Th en 

(2.14) 

The form of the correspondence shows us that üu is not a four-vector. We shall now 
calculate the derivative of üu'. Let \ru be defined by 

{2.15) 

Th en 

düu' { O') 
dxO' x A:' ( fru ( f +- ( f' (x 0'))) • :::~ (x 0' ) 

+(::~.(x0'))2 • ~~; (T._(f'(x0
'))). d:~ {f'(x0

'))). (2.16) 

This equation has a simple form at points on the world line where 

df1 
O' 

dxO' (x ) = 1 and 
d

2 _, 
T O' -(x )=O· 

dxo•2 ' 
{2.17) 

there {we shall interpret the restrictions presently) we have 

düu'( .O') =Au'. df+-(-'( O')). dfru(-+-(-'( O'))) 
dx0' X u d T T X dx0 T T X • (2.18) 
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lnterpretation of the restrictions To interpret the restrictions given by (2.17) we 
define 

(d 1' )
2 (d 2' )

2 (d .3' )
2 

v'(xo') = d:O' (xO') + d:O' (xO') + d:O' (xO') (2.19) 

In this equation v' is the magnitude of the 3-velocity in S'. The Minkowskian metric 
implies 

df
1 

( O') 
dxO' x ( ::::(x0

'))'- ( ::::(x0
'))'- ( ::::(x0

'))'- ( :::(x0
'))' 

So 

This gives 

df' I V I I -,(x0 ) = 1 <=? 1- v'(xO )2 = 1 <=? v'(x0 ) = 0. 
dx0 

d2f' (xo') = -v'(xo') dv' ( o') 
dxo•2 . I dxO' x = 0. 

V 1- v'(x0')2 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

So Eq. (2.18) applies to a partiele which is momentarily not moving with respect to 
S'! 

Alternative derivation for 1-dimensional motion We shall alternatively derive a for
mula for transformation of accelerations in the special case of one-dimensional move
ment. The assumption is that all speeds and changes of speeds are in the same 
direction. The derivation shall be less formal than the one given before. 

Consider two systems of inertia S and S'. At a given point on its world line a partiele 
has speed v as measured from S and speed v' as measured from S'. The systems move 
relative to one a nother with speed l'. The velocity composition law states 

v' + l' 
v= . 

1 + v'l' 

We shall show this formula to be a special case of Eq. (2.14). Wedefine -y by 

1 
-y(u)=~· 

1- u2 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

By definition we have Ü0' _ dx0' fdx0' = 1 and analogously Ü0 _ 1, so the 01 

component of (2.14) is 
-y(v). (Ag'+ Arv) = -y(v'). (2.26) 

For sake of simplicity we have left the arguments out. In our case we have Ag' = -y(l') 
and Ar = -l' -y(l'). Then 

-y(v)(-y(l')- -y(l')l'v) = -y(v'). (2.27) 
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lnverting and squaring both terms gives 

t2 (1- v2)(1- V2) 
1 - V = ( 1 - V V)2 . (2.28) 

Th en 

(2.29) 

We find 
'- V- V 

V- . 
1- vV 

(2.30) 

The symmetry of the problem allows us to interchange primed and unprimed quanti
ties, provided we reptace V by -V. So 

which we wanted to show. 

Taking the differential gives 

v'+ V 
v=---

1 + v'V 

1 + v'V - l' · ( v' + V) 
dv = dv' 

(1 + v'V)2 

1- V2 
= (1 + v'V)2 dv'. 

For an infinitesimal interval dT on the world line we know: 

dT = Jl=--;2 dt = V1- v'2 dt', 

so 

(2.31) 

(2.32) 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 

v'1- v'2 (1 + v'V)v'1- v'2 (1 + v'V)v'1- v'2 
dt = dt' = dt' = dt' Jl=V2 J(l- v2)(1 + v'V)2 v'1- v'2- V2 + v'2V2 

(1 + v'V)v'1- v'2 (1 + v'V) 
~====:~::==::::::::;::7dt' = dt'. J(l - v'2)(1- lf2) v'1- lf2 

Now we immediately see 
dv _ (1- V2 ) 312 dv' 
dt - (1 + v'l')3 dt' · 

(2.35) 

(2.36) 

(2.37) 

In fact we have applied the chain rule in a sloppy way. We find in a point where v' = 0: 

dv' = (V)3 dv = (v)3 dv. 
dt' 'Y dt 'Y dt (2.38) 

This equation is a special case of Eq. (2.18), as one may see considering that 'Y in 
A~' (as defined above) is numerically equal to dfjdx 0 in the point we are looking at. 
Then (2.18) is 

dv' , _ df,_ _, ') ( t' d ( 1 ) t' d ( 1 ) 1, 1 dv ) 
dt' (t)- ~(T (t ) · A0 dt df (t) + A1 v dt df (t) + A1 df dt(t) . 

àt àt àt 
(2.39) 
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Using V = v( t) and the mentioned form of A~', we see that the first two terms are 
equal in magnitude and opposite in sign; they cancel out one another. The third term 

(2.40) 

Equations of motion The concept oHoree can bemost easily introducedon a partiele 
which momentarily does not move. Forthen the Newtonian equation of motion holds, 
which we write in correspondence with Eq. (2.18): 

Fu' - düu' ( O') 
- m dxO' x . (2.41) 

Here m is a coefficient which expresses the material partiele's resistance to acceler
ation. lt is called the rest mass. The time component of pu' is zero by identity. By 
Eq. (2.18) we have 

pu' = mAu'. df+- (f'(xo')). dVu (T._(T'(xo'))) 
u dr dx0 (2.42) 

so 

DO' dr-- c·'c o')) dvu c---c-'< o'))) r =m,·--T X ·--T T X . 
dr dxO 

(2.43) 

This equation holds in an arbitrary inertial frame. We rewrite it in a somewhat sloppy, 
but more palatabie and easy-to-use form: 

(2.44) 

Eq. (2.44) we shall call the relativistic equation of motion. We must not forget that 
pu is found by transforming pu': 

DO' _ Au pu' 
r - u' . (2.45) 

2.2.3 Relativistic Lagrangian formalism 

We shall show how one finds a relativistic1 Lagrangian of a partiele. We take two 
fixed points in space-time, one in the future of the other (i.e., with timelike interval). 
Which world line passes through both fixed points? We postulate that the world line 
is an extrema! of the so-called action integral, which is an integral along the world 
line. Of course, the extrema! may not depend on the inertial frame from which we 
look at it, so the integral may involve scalar functions only. Then the most general 
form of the action integral S is ( exeluding so-ca lied tensor forces) 

t( ~d~) S =la f(t,x,y,z)ds + -c- , (2.46) 

1 l.D. Landau and E.M. Lifshitz, The Clauical Theory of Field&, 4th ed., Pergamon Press, Oxford, 
1983. 
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in which ds is an interval element, fa scalar function and Pi is obtained by lowering 
the index of Pi, a 4-vector. For a free particle, the homogeneity and isotropy of 
space-time allow only 

S =i" -ads (2.47) 

where a is a constant (it may depend on the particle). We chose the sign of a positive 
and added a minus sign in the integral to ensure the extremal is a minimal function. 
Changing the variabie of integration to t we have 

(2.48) 

For the Lagrangian, this gives L = -acJ1- v2fc2, whereas it classically equals 
!mv2 • To let the relativist ie and classica I Lagrangians coincide (apart from a constant) 
for low velocities, we must choose a = me, so: L = -mc2 J1 - v2 f c2. In genera I, 
then, we have 

S = dt -mc2 1-- + g(t,x,y,z) 1--+Po+"_.!:._ . l tb ( R2 R2 3 
P. dx') 

ta c2 c2 ~ c dt 
(2.49) 

We raise the index of P, to obtain a 4-vector (which transfarms nicely with the 
Lorentz-transform), and shall take the function g to be null. (Conventionally, P' is 
used to describe the electromagnetic field. The farces for which g accounts are of an 
essentially different nature.) Wedefine 'Ij;= P0 and Ä = (P1 ,P2,P3 ): 

ftb ( r:--;; 1 - ) S = lta -mc
2y 1- ;2- 'Ij;+ ;;(A, v) dt. (2.50) 

The Lagrangian then is 

2 r:--;; 1 - -
L = -1nc V~ -;2- 'Ij;+ ;;(A,v) (2.51) 

and the equations of motion are the Euler-Lagrange equations: 

d 8L 8L 
dt {):i;i = oxi . 

(2.52) 

By a simp Ie change of coordinates and Lorentz transforming P', we have the eerre
spondenee between equations of motion in different frames of inertia. 

2.3 Velocity composition law 

For later use, we shall give a short derivation of the velocity composition law in 2 
spatial dimensions. The Lorentz transformation fora frame moving with speed V in 
the x-direction is 

16 

x' ')'(x- Vt) 

y' = y 
V 

t' = -y(t- 2 x). 
c 

(2.53) 

(2.54) 

(2.55) 



Taking the differential gives 

dx' = î' (dx- Vdt) 

dy' = dy 

dt' 
V 

= î' ( dt - 2 dx ). 
c 

Ergo 

x' 
dx' dx- Vdt x- v 

= -- = dt' dt- dx Vfc2 1- xVfc2 

il dy' = dy iJ = = dt' î' (dt- dx Vfc2) î' ( 1 - x V f c2) 

(2.56) 

(2.57) 

(2.58) 

(2.59) 

(2.60) 
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2.4 Momentarily Co-moving Reference Frames 

An observer following some arbitrary smooth world line is not in general in a frame 
of inertia all the time: his velocity could undergo changes. However, because the 
world line of an observer is timelike, at any point the spacelike components of its 
tangent vector can be transformed to null by suitable Lorentz transformations: there 
are frames of inert ia at rest with the observer at a certain point of the world line. Such 
a frame is called (in accordance with literature) a momentarily co-moving reference 
frame (MCRF). Obviously, there are many MCRF's at one point: just think of possible 
rotations of spatial axes or shifts of the origin. In Fig. 2.1 we see a world line in a 
space-time diagram. At event P we constructed an MCRF (i, x): a good time-axis is 
the i-axis {x = 0), tangent to the world line. The x-axis should be tilted accordingly. 
More generally, we may take the tangent to the world line to be x = const.). 

Fig. 2.1 An M CRF (i, x) at a point of a timelike world line. 
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3 Motion of unconnected rockets 

3.1 Eq uations of motion 

In this chapter we shall call material particles rockets and co-moving observers cos
monauts. 

We have two rockets, initially standing still at distance l 0 in a frame of inertia S. We 
shall take the acceleration programmes of the rockets identical, and such that the 
force exerted on a roeket by its engine as observed in the MCRF is constant. The 
rockets have rest mass m 1 and m 2 ; the forces on them are F1 and F2 , respectively. 
With identical acceleration programmes, we must have Ftfm1=F2fm2 • For the time 
being, we shall not fix c = 1. 

In St is the time coordinate, x1(t) and x2(t) are the coordinates of the rockets. We 
take x1(0) = 0 and x2(0) = lo. Wedefine v1 and v2 as the t-derivatives of x1 and x2, 
respectively. We assume that the cosmonauts' clocks indicate the integrals of proper 
time (the traversed curve length divided by c): these we call T1 and T2. 

The equations of motion of roeket No. 1 in S are obtained by Eq. {2.44 ). We have 
F 0' = 0 and F 1' = F1 . Transforming by Eq. (2.45) we have: 

Using 
d 

F1vdc2 

J1- vl2fc2 

F1 

1 d 
-

dT1 J1-v12fc2 dt 

we can eliminate T1 from Eq. (3.2): 

so 
v1 F1t 

-../-;:.1=-=v=
1

::=2 /::;::c=::2 = -m-1 

Wedefine a by a= Ftfm1 . Squaring gives 

which we re-arrange: 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 
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So 
at 

V ( t) - -;::==~=:= 
1 - )1 + a2t21c2 

Obviously, we could have equally well eliminated T1 from Eq. (3.1). Then: 

m1 i. ( 1 
) = F1 v1. dt y'1 - v12 I c2 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

With a bit more work we obtain the very same salution as from Eq. (3.2). This is 
perfectly logica!: if from the equations (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) we take any pair, we 
have all necessary relations between Xt. t and T1• 

We integrate the salution for v1(t) to find x1(t). We use x1(0) = 0 todetermine the 
integration constant: 

x,(t) =: · (VI+ •:;•-} (3.10) 

Analogously we can calculate v2 and x2(t) from the equations of motion of roeket 
No. 2. We find that v2 equals v1 and that x 2(t) equals x1(t)+f0 : the distance between 
the rackets, as observed inS, does notvaryin time. As v2(t) = v1(t), we might define 
the common speed v by v(t) = v1(t) with v1 defined by (3.8). 

3.2 Calculation by the Lagrangian 

The Lagrangian L 1 of roeket No. 1 is determined by 

2r-;;;; 
L1 = -m1c y1- ~ + F1x1. 

We have to solve the Euler-Lagrange equation 

d {)L1 äL1 
dt äx1 = äx1 · 

Filling in L1 immediately results in 

i. mlvl = Fl 
dt )1 - v1 21 c2 

so, taking v1(0) = 0 and a= Ftfm1, we have 

Vl 
--;======:=~ = at )1- vl2lc2 

v12 = at ( 1 - v:2
2 

) 

at 
vl ( t) = -..jr=1=-=a==2==t2::::;:1 c==2 

With x1(0) = 0 we finally obtain Eq. (3.10) 

x1(t) = : · (VI+ •:;•- 1) . 
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(3.12) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 



3.3 Description by observers in different frames of inertia 

We want to find out how the distance between the rockets varies, as measured in 
different frames. One observer we shall take in S. One in a frame of inertia S' moving 
with respect toS in the direction of the acceleration of the rackets. One in a frame of 
inertia S" moving in the opposite direction. For sake of simplicity we shall take c = 1, 
fo = 1 and a = 1 until further notice. Later on, we shall see how the picture is altered 
if we change the parameter f 0 • 

3.3.1 Frame of inertia S: simultaneous departure 

We choose the centre of the hyperbola described by roeket 2 as the origin of S. Our 
normalization implies that roeket 1 passes through the origin of S. Before t = 0 both 
rockets do not move; the distance between them is constant. From t = 0 onwards 
roeket 1 follows the curve (x+ 1)2- t2 = 1, whereas roeket 2 follows the curve 
x 2 - t2 = 1. T o find the distance between the rockets we fix t and determine the 
difference in x. We see that the difference is 1 at all times; the distance between both 
rockets does not depend on t. The curve of roeket 2 converges to the line t = x, the 
curve of roeket 1 to t = x + 1. The space-time diagram of the situation is shown in 
Fig. 3.1. 

(J 

(j) 

/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

Fig. 3.1 In S the distance between both rockets is constant. 
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t 

0 

3.3.2 Frame of inertia S' 

We let S' move with speed l with respect to.S-at smaller speeds the changes in the 
description would not be very noticeable. 

The particular Lorentz transformation is t' = 7(t- V x), x'= 'Y(x- Vt) with V= 
l· How does this transformation affect a hyperbola in our space-time plane? The 
point of intersection of the asymptotes is transformed simply according to the given 
formulas. The hyperbola itself is transformed to a hyperbola with constant interval to 
the transformed intersection. 

/ 
/ 

L 

Fig. 3.2 In S' roeket 2 departs before roeket 1: the distance increases. 

In the left diagram of Fig. 3.2 we see the description in S again, with x'- and t'-axes 
added. The right diagram shows the description from S' with x- and t-axes added. 
The hyperbalical shape of the world line of roeket 2 remains unaltered; this world line 
converges to the line t' = x'. The line t = x + 1 is transformed to 'Y( t' + V x') = 
'i'( x'+ Vt') + 1. Some algebra gives 

t' =x'+ Jl +V 
1- V 

which is t' = x' + J3 in our case. So we see: 

(3.18) 

1. initially, both rockets move to the left with constant speed l; their distance is the 

Lorentz contracted distance, viz. lv'J; 
2. at a certain moment roeket 2 begins to decelerate according toa hyperbalical curve; 
3. just as roeket 2 has reached velocity zero, roeket 1 begins to decelerate; 
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4. both rockets accelerate hyperbolically to light-cones; their distance converges to 
v'i 
Ad 3. This depends on roeket l's passing through the origin. lf roeket 1 passes the 
x-axis on the right-hand side of the origin, roeket 1 will begin to decelerate before 
roeket 2 has reached velocity zero. 

.% 

Fig. 3.3 In S" roeket 1 departs before roeket 2: the distance decreases. 

3.3.3 Frame of inertia S" 

We let S" move with speed -l with respect toS. The particular Lorentz transforma

tion is t' = 1(t- V x), x'= 1(x-Vt) with V= -i· In the left diagram of Fig. 3.3 we 
see the description in S again, with x"- and t"-axes added. The right diagram shows 
the description from S" with x- and t-axes added. The hyperbalical shape of the world 
line of roeket 2 remains unaltered; this world line converges to the line t 11 = x". The 
line t = x + 1 is transformed to 

t' =x'+ Jl +V 
1- V 

which is t' =x'+ ~J3 for V= -i· So in S" we see: 

(3.19) 

1. initially, both rockets move to the right with constant speed i; their distance is the 

Lorentz contracted distance, viz. iJJ; 
2. at a certain moment roeket 1 begins to accelerate whilst roeket 2 keeps its original 
speed; 
3. after some time has elapsed, roeket 2 begins to accelerate; 
4. both rockets accelerate hyperbolically to light-cones; their distance converges to 

~JJ. 
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3.4 Description by observers in MCRF's 

The moment a cosmonaut would step out of his space-craft, he would find himself in 
a frame of inertia which is called the momentarily co-moving reference frame (MCRF) 
at the concerned point of the rocket's world line. 

The behaviour of the distance between the rockets as measured from one of them 
will be shown to depend strongly on the initial distance. We shall drop our restrietion 
f 0 = 1 and replace it by fo = lbl. Firstly, we restriet ourselves to the case lbl ~ 1. 
We stick to roeket 2's passing the x-axis at x = 1; roeket 1 passes the x-axis at 
x = 1 - b. lt will suffice to calculate the distance as measured by cosmonaut 2 only: 
We can choose b negative, and the description by one cosmonaut using b corresponds 
to the other's description with -b. 

3.4.1 Motion of roeket Nr. 2 

In frame of inertia S we have 

For the proper time ; 2 we find 

,2 = f(t) = r dqJ1- v2(q)2 = r ~ = arsinh t Jo Jo 1 + q2 

so 
t( 12) = sinh '2· 

Th en 

x2 ::::= Vl + sinh2 12 = cosh 12 

t sinh 12 
v2 = -- = = tanh;2 x2(t) cosh12 

1 1 
I( v2) = v'

1 
_ v

22 
= cosh ; 2. 

V1- tanh212 

3.4.2 The transformation to the MCRF 

{3.20) 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

Our approach shall be the following. The MCRF at a point of roeket Nr.2's world 
line has two degrees of translational freedom. We shall define the MCRF coordinates 
(x, i) in such a way that [(;2 ) equals ; 2 • 

The Poincaré transformation which transfarms coordinates (x, t) to MCRF coordinates 
(x, i) consistsof a Lorentz transformation (which is homogeneous) and a translation. 
The Lorentz transformation is 

24 

XL = 1( v2)(x- v2t) 
h =I( V2)(t- V2X ). 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 



Using 

the Lorentz transformation gives 

x = cosh r2 
t = sinh T2 

v = tanh T2 

"f = cosh r2 

(3.29) 

(3.30) 
(3.31) 

(3.32) 

XL = 'Y (x- vt) = cosh r2( cosh r2- tanh T2 sinh r2) = cosh2 r2 - sinh2 T2 = 1 
(3.33) 

iL = 7(t- vx) = coshr2(sinhr2- tanhr2coshr2) = 0. (3.34) 

So to let i be r2 we translate x = XL+ 0 and i= h + r2 to obtain 

x 
i 

'Y (x- v2t) 

"f ( t - V2X) + T2 

3.4.3 Measurement of the distance 

(3.35) 

(3.36) 

Todetermine the distance between 1 and 2, the cosmonaut in roeket 2 will try to find 
out Xt. i.e. the x-coordinate of the intersection point of roeket l's world line and the 
line i = r 2 . World line 1 is given by x1 + b = v'ï+"t2 for t 2:: 0 and by x1 + b = 1 for 
t < 0. We distinguish: 
b > 1: roeket 1 passes the x-axis on the left-hand side of the origin; 
b = 1: roeket 1 passes through the origin; 
0 < b < 1: roeket 1 passes the x-axis to the right of the origin, to the left of roeket 
2; 
b = 0: roeket l's world line coincides wit~ roeket 2's world line; 
b < 0: roeket 1 passes the x-axis to the right of roeket 2. 

In our transformation formula (3.36) we see that i= r 2 implies (t- v2x) = 0. This 
line passes through the origin. So it intersects the straight branch x1 + b = 1 of 
roeket l's world line in case b > 1; if b :$ 1, it intersects the hyperbolical branch 
x1 + b = v'ï+"t2. Figure 3.4 serves as an illustration. 

Firstly, we shall investigate the case b :$ 1. For b > 0 roeket 1 passes the x-axis to 
the left of roeket Nr. 2; for b < 0 the roeket passes the x-axis to the right of roeket 
Nr. 2. Combining t = v2x with the equation for the hyperbolical branch gives 

x1 2 + 2bx1 + b2 = 
X1 2(1- V2 2) + 2bx1 + (b2 - 1) 0 

(3.37) 

(3.38) 

(3.39) 

-2b + J4b2 - 4(b2 - 1)(1- v22) 
( 2) (3.40) 

2 1- V2 

(3.41) 
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Then using the transformation formulas and t1 = v2x1 we see 

(3.42) 

7(-b+ Jb'- b',~ 1); ../1+ b2(72 - 1) - b,. (3.43) 

With i:2 = 1 we find for the distance l 

(3.44) 

Fig. 3.4 Intersectien of ( t - v2x) = 0 with different world I i nes. 

Secondly, we consider the case b > 1: roeket 1 passes the x-axis on the left-hand side 
of the origin. Now the line t = v2x will interseet l's world line at a point where t < 0. 
There, l's world line is given by x1 + b = 1. So x1 = 1 - b, and we have 

A x1 1- b 
X1 = ')'(Xl- V2tl) = - = --. (3.45) 

'Y 'Y 

With :i2 = 1: 

1

1- b I l = -')'- -1 . (3.46) 

Fort = 0 we have 'Y = 1 and l = lbl. With time 'Y increases without bound, sol will 
decrease asymptotically to 1. 

3.4.4 Graphs and consequences 

For the moment, we shall assume I bi ~ 1. As long as b2 · ( ')'2 - 1) ~ 1 holds we can 
write 

I 1 2 2 I f ~ b')' - ïb ( 'Y - 1) . (3.47) 
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lf we take b small enough, we have 

(3.48) 

making f even in b. 

A simple interpretation of Eq. (3.48) by an observer in S is the following. The length 
of a measuring rod moving at a constant speed v will be Lorentz-contracted by a 
factor -y( v ). As the distance (in S) between both rockets does not change in time, the 
cosmonauts should see their separation increase: the rod they use to measure being 
contracted by a factor 'Y, they will agree that the distance between them has increased 
by the sa me factor 'Y. 

This is exactly Bell's line of thought, as described in the introduction. lt is only 
correct provided the acceleration and initial distance are not too great. In that case 
cosmonauts in both rockets will agree on the distance between them; each roeket is 
approximately stationary in the MCRF of the other rocket, i.e., to a certain extent 
they have a common MCRF. We shall use this picture later on. 

Why should the above interpretation be correct only for not too great an acceleration 
and initial distance? 
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Fig. 3.5 The results depend on initial distance. 

In general the relative velocity has an essential role in the measurement ofthe distance. 
For the interpretation above to be exact both roeket engines should be switched off 
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simultaneously inS(!), then both cosmonauts should wait until they observe the other 
roeket to have stopped, and then they may measure. 

Fig. 3.5 shows measured distances versus the cosmonauts' proper time. The cosmo
naut in the rear roeket will always see the front roeket drift away. The cosmonaut 
in the front roeket (Nr. 2) will see the distance converge to 1; as initial distances b 
we took 0.1 and 1.1. For b > 1, then, a dynamica! interpretation (Bell) will be very 
probiernatie indeed. For b > 1, the world line of roeket No. 2 will never enter the light 
cone emerging from a point after t = 0 on No. l's world line. Soit will be impossible 
for the front cosmonaut to obtain information on the following rocket, at least not 
while they are both accelerated. 

The following condusion is very important. For small b we see that in the beginning 
of their trip, the cosmonauts will agree on the behaviour of the distance. For example, 
we see in Fig. 3.6 that for b = 10-7, they will agree during some 14 units of their 
time, one unit being cfa. 
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Fig. 3.6 The cosmonauts will initially agree. 

3.4.5 Quantitative correspondence 

We saw the cosmonauts will agree forsome time on the measured distance. lt would 
be very reassuring, though, to have an expression for the relative error ( disagreement ). 
We shall take 0 < b < 1. Naturally we have ï 2: 1. The measured lengths shall be f 1 
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'-1 = J1+b2('y2 -1)+b')'-1 

'-2 = 1-J1+b2(')'2 -1)+b')'. 

(3.49) 

(3.50) 

One can easily verify that f ~ 0 in both cases, so the signs of absolute value have 
been left out. Furthermore 

because 1' ~ 1 implies y"1 + b2('y2 - 1) ~ 1. So the ratio between the two measured 
distances is 

The relative disagreement is 

2J1 + b2(1'2- 1)- 2 
1 - y"1 + b2( 1'2 - 1) + b')'' 

(3.53) 

which is not negative. We shall show that the relative disagreement is not greater 
than f 1 as given by Eq. (3.49}. 

0 < b2 (3.54) 

-2 < b2')'2- 2- b2(1'2- 1) (3.55) 

-2 < b2')' 2 - (1 + 1 + b2(')' 2 - 1)) (3.56) 

2J1 + b2(1'2- 1)- 2 < b2')'2- (1- J1 + b2(1'2- 1))2 (3.57) 

2y"1 + b2(1'2- 1)- 2 
J1 + b2('y2- 1) + b')'- 1. < (3.58) 

1 - y"1 + b2('y2 - 1) + b')' 

Comparison of Eqs. (3.49} and (3.50}, by which we had defined f1 and f2, with 
Eq. (3.58) shows: ll1 - l 2l ~ .C1f2. This result is important. lt illustrates how well 
the cosmonauts agree if their initial distance is small. lf we include the appropriate 
physical constants, the relative disagreement is not greater than f 11 ( c2 I a). 

3.4.6 Physical quantities 

T o get an idea of physical scale, we include the appropriate constants in the relevant 
dimension-less equations, and find 

x(t) c'K c
2 

(3.59) = - 1+-- -+xo a c2 a 

v(t) 
at 

(3.60) = y"1 + a2t2 lc2 

'Y(v) = I K - 1+-
y"1 - v2 I c2 - c2 . 

(3.61) 
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We see that the critica I distance is c2 /a. How large is this distance? 

In the following chapters we shall take c = 3 x 108 m/s and a = 108 m/s-2
• Then 

c2 /a equals 9 x 108 m. We shall take the initia I distance b to be 1 m, though, which 
is indeed very much smaller: lbl ~ c2 Ja. 
lt is easy to imagine a situation in which c2 /a is not so huge. Consider an electron being 
accelerated by an electric field of 50 kV /m. The electric charge of an electron equals 
-1.6 x 10-19 C, soF= 8.0 x 10-14 N. The mass of an electron equals 9.1 x 10-31 kg. 
Then c2 fa = mc2/F = 1.1m! 

Desloge and Philpott, in an article1 on uniformly accelerated reference frames in STR, 
see the distance c2 /a to be a horizon (si mi lar to the event horizon of a black hole). 
This depends on the procedure to measure distances: Desloge and Philpott take the 
distance of an accelerated obsenier to an event to be 1/ c times the abserver's proper 
time during the return trip of a light signal to the event. Th is is a reasonable definition 
for a localized observer which is indefinitely accelerated: indeed, then there could be 
no causal relation between the event and any point on the abserver's world line. We, 
however, measure the distance in the MCRF of points on the rockets' world lines, 
using the definition of simultaneity as it holds in such a co-moving frame. In our 
approach, no localization of the MCRF-observer is assumed. 

Taylor and French2 assert that c2 /a is the limitation of properlengthof an accelerating 
object ( say, a spaceship ), where a is the acceleration of the front end. Their starting
point is entirely kinematic: no dynamica! (causa I) relation exists between points more 
than c2 /a apart at t = 0. 'Thinking rigorously, one can en vision the spaceship as a 
row of unconnected mass points that are individually accelerated.' However, such a 
configuration of unconnected points is not an object in any sense. Loose points do 
not have a length; instead, there is a distance between them. An object should have 
certain coherence. In the next chapter we will consider the case of a small object. 
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4 An accelerated rod 

4.1 Introduetion 

In the previous section we investigated the motion of two unconnected, accelerated 
rockets. We found a criterion to call the initial distance small, in which case the 
cosmonauts in both rockets will agree on the distance between them and how it 
depends on time (as they measure it). We noticed that each cosmonaut sees the 
other drift away. 

So what if they want to stay together? In this section, we shall see what happens if 
there's a spring connecting the two rockets. Essential to this approach is that there 
be a good way to define how the spring works. Agreement between the cosmonauts 
is essential. Therefore, we restriet ourselves to the case of a small initial distance. 

The system of rockets and spring is a model of a measuring rod. 

4.2 Eq uations of motion 

Bell's idea was that a thread conneet the rockets. With the physical description of a 
thread being complicated, we shall reptace the thread by an ideal spring. We assume 
this spring to behave according to Hooke's law as seen by both cosmonauts. So, 
to determine the force the spring exerts on both ends, the cosmonauts measure the 
distance between both ends, subtract the length in equilibrium and multiply by a 
constant k. We shall choose the masses of both rockets to be equal, m, and let the 
MCRF-forces F be constant and equal. See Fig. 4.1. 

Fig. 4.1 Our model of a measuring rod. 

We shall use the following symbols: x1 and x2 for the respective positions of the 
rockets in S, t the time-coordinale in S, v1 = dxtfdt and v2 = dx2fdt, l the length 
of the spring in equilibrium; r 1 and r 2 for the proper times of the rackets. 

Let a equal Ffm. For the 'mean velocity of the system' we use v; this velocity we 
use where we use the assumption of agreement between the cosmonauts. We shall 
define it to be numerically equal to (at)/ Jl + (a2t2)fc2; this corresponds with the 
motion of unconnected rackets. With this v, wedefine r by dr fdt = Jl - v2 /c2 and 
r(O) = 0. 
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To which forces are the rockets submitted ? Firstly, to F, the constant acceleration 
force. Secondly, to the force of the spring. The length of the spring as measured by 
the cosmonauts (in their common MCRF) is (x2 - xl)(l- v2 /c2)-112, so the force 

it will exert on both endsis k (Cx2 - x1)(1- v2fc2)-112 -.ë), to the right for roeket 

Nr. 1 and to the left for roeket Nr. 2. 

The relativistic equations of motion can be obtained from Eq. (2.44). We must trans
form the force terms, which gives one spatial and one temporal component. We obtain 
the following equations of motion in S: 

Now we use 

.jl-
1
v

1
2fc2 • (F + k ( .j~ 2--v~fc2 -.ë))' 

,)1 ~~~:fc' · (n k U'--.~Îc2 -l))' 
= ,)1-lv,'fc'. (F- k (,;:'--v~Îc' -l)) ' 

../1 ~~::/c2 • (F- k ( .j~2--v~fc2 -.ë)) · 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

( 4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

( 4.10) 

Now we combine Eqs. ( 4.1) and ( 4.2) and find an equation in which r 1 has been 
eliminated. Analogously we can combine Eqs. ( 4.3) and ( 4.4 ): 

dv1 ( 2 2)3/2 -mdt = 1-vl fc ·(F-kf+kfï), (4.11) 

dv2 ( 2 2)3/2 -mdt = 1- v2 je · (F + kl- klï)· (4.12) 

Here we defined ï = ../1 - v2 / c2 and l = x2 - x1 for brevity. 

These 2 differential equations we shall try to solve. T o solve them exactly proves to be 
very difficult. Our approach shall be pragmatic. We shall try to find an approximate 
solution by numerical methods. Then we shall see how it fits the differential equations 
analytically. 
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4.3 Numerical solution, first approach: exact equations 

By completing the two different ia! equations for v1 and v2 , Eqs. ( 4.11) and ( 4.12), 
by the obvious equations 

dx1 
dt = Vt, ( 4.13) 

dx2 
dt = v2, (4.14) 

we get four coupled differential equations offirst order. To find solutions numerically 
we used an extended Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg1 algorithm. 

The principle is the following. T o integrate a single different ia! equation of first order, 
Runge- Kutta algorithms calculate va lues of the derivate function between a known 
point and the point to be calculated. The difference between subsequent function 
values is the step in the independent variabie multiplied by a suitably weighted average 
of the derivative values. When calculating, say, a third 'in-between' value, the first 
two in-between values are to be known. 

To integrate a single differential equation of second order we have Runge-Kutta
Fehlberg algorithms. Their principle is to separate the equation of second order into 
two coupled equations of first order. Now one can use a Runge-Kutta algorithm to 
integrate both equations simultaneously. To calculate an in-between value in one 
equation, though, it is necessary to know the in-between values already calculated of 
both equations. So one should alternate calculations between both equations. 

We have more than two equations: we have four coupled equations. We have foliowed 
a straight-forward approach by integrating all four simultaneously, i.e., first calculating 
the first in-between values of all four equations, then the second quadruplet and so 
on. 

In the calculations we have taken l = 1 m, m = 1 kg, F = 108 N and c = 3 x 108 m/s. 
We set the initia! distance .€0 equal to l. The results for 3 values of k illustrated 
in Figs. 4.2-4.4. Here, we have plotted f1 versus t and versus T. (We find r by 
sinh arfc = atfc: then T = (cfa)arsinh(atfc) = (cfa)ln(atfc + Jl + a2t2 /c2 ).) 

1 C.F. Gerald and Patriek 0. Wheatley, Applied Numerical Analy&i&, 4th ed., Addison-Wesley, 
1989. 
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Fig. 4.2 k = 0.1 N/m: f:-y vs. t (top) and vs. T . 
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Fig. 4.3 k = 1 N/m: f:·y vs. t (top) and vs. r. 
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Fig. 4.4 k = 10 N/m: l"Y vs. t (top) and vs. r. 
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4.4 Numerical solution, second approach: approximate equa
tions 

As the relative movement of the rockets is of most interest to us, we would like to 
combine Eqs. ( 4.11) and ( 4.12) into one in which only relative speeds and distances 
occur. To do this we define w(t) = v2(t)- Vt(t), and set Vt(t) = v(t) - aw(t), 
v2(t) = v(t) + (1- a)w(t). We find: 

m ~7 = F. { ( 1- (" + (1c- a)w)')"'- ( 1- (" -caw)')"'} (4.15) 

+k. (l- x2- Xt ) • { ( 1 _ (v + (1- a)w)
2
)

312 
+ (1 _ (v- aw)2)

3
/
2
}. 

J1- v2 fc2 c c 

Analogously, we can find an equation to delermine a. Our approximation will be to 
disregard the dependenee on time of a and to fix its value on, say, 1/2. We expect 
lwl ~ lvl, so fixinga will not alter the right term of the equation too drastically. 

We have numerically integrated the differential equation by a multistep method, using 
a Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg algorithm to find the first few function values. 

The results agree perfectly with the graphs which were calculated in the previous 
section (Figs. 4.2-4.4). The agreement justifies setting a to one-half. We have made 
similar graphs with a ranging from 0 to 1. There was no noticeable dependenee on a. 
This result is less surprising than it may seem at first sight: it simply means that we 
may approximate v1(t) and v2(t) by values near v(t), as long as we let their difference 
be w(t). 

4.5 lnterpretation of the graphs 

Graphically, we see oscillations with respect to the Lorentz-Fitzgerald contracted 
length, the frequency increasing and the amplitude decreasing at greater values of 
k. The oscillations seem to be harmonie in r. So: 

( 4.16) 

This equation implies that the cosmonauts in subsequent inertial frames will abserve 
the distance between the rockets to asciilate between land some length at which the 
spring is expanded maximally. As k becomes larger the oscillations become less and 
less noticeable: the system will tend to behave like an ideal measuring rod, showing 
the Lorentz-FitzGerald contraction. The amplitude of the asciilation is B and the 
circular frequency w. 

4.6 Analytica! comparison 

Equation ( 4.16) is not an exact salution of any of the given differential equations. 
Inslead we may hope it to be a salution of an equation neighbouring (4.15) (with 
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a= 1/2). 

We shall re-write Eq. ( 4.15). With the assumption Iw I ~ lvl we can approximate 

Using the Taylor expansion we can approximate the first term. For small la- bi, we 
have a312- b312:::::: (a- b)~Ja + 'l?(b- a), 0:::; '!?:::; 1. We use this to write 

(~- (v+(!c-a)w)r' _ (~- (v-caw)')"' 

., H ( v -cow)' _ ( v +(Ie- o)w)') J~-:: (4.!S) 

:::::: ~_!_ (v2 - 2avw + a 2w2 - v2 - 2(1- a)vw- (1- a)2w2) Jl- v' 
2~ ~ 

31( 2)R2 ::=::: -- -2vw + (2a- 1)w 1- -. 
2~ ~ 

So taking a = ~ or lwl ~ lvl we have 

dw ( 3vw) l- f1 m-=F· -- +2k--. 
dt 1C2 13 

Now we shall use the known functions 1 and v to rewrite the equation 

Using 

d
2
f1 - ~ ( dl1) 

d r2 - 1 dt 1 dt · 

v(t)- at 
- J1 + a2t2fc2' 

we can calculate some useful relations: 

a dv (t) = 
dt 13 

d1(t) = 
dt 

a 
2"V. c 

Recalling w = df/dt, we rewrite: 

so 
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d
2
f1 d ( df1) 2 a 3dw a

2 
( l v

2
) -- = ;- 1- = 31 -vw + 1 - +- - + f1-

dr2 dt dt c2 dt c2 1 c2 

(4.19) 

( 4.20) 

( 4.21) 

( 4.22) 

( 4.23) 

(4.24) 

(4.25) 

(4.26) 

( 4.27) 



So 

dw ( 3vw) m d2f')' a2 
m-d =ma ---2 + 3-d 2- mf'Y32· t ')'C ')' T ')' C 

(4.28) 

Earlier on, we found Eq. (4.21): 

(4.29) 

Combining the two gives 

d
2
f'Y ( k a2) ( 2k/m -) - - - 2- - - i')' - f 

dr2 - m c2 2k/m-a2fc2 · 
(4.30) 

The solution is very simpte: 

2k/m - . 
f'Y = 2kfm _ a2 fc2f +A smwr- B coswr (4.31) 

with w = J2k f m - a2 f c2 and the sign of B in accordance with Eq. ( 4.16 ). lf we let 
f 0 = l we find A = 0 and 

(4.32) 

The case 2k / m ~ a2 / c2 is ruled out by the condition that all lengths be far smaller 
than c2 fa. As the correspondente between the MCRF's of unconnected rockets faiters 
after a length of time, it is logical that the equations which we use to describe the 
system of the connected rockets are not valid in the limit of an extremely weak spring. 
For clarity, we may write 

( 
a2 ) _ a2 _ 

i')'= 1 + 22 f- 22f COSWT. 
wc wc 

( 4.33) 

Our solution perfectly fits the graphs in Figs. 4.2-4.4 and Eq. ( 4.16), which we ob
tained numerically. 

A perfect measuring rod would have f')' = const. As we take k larger, B wilt vanish 
and the length around which f')' oscillates wilt approach l.: the equilibrium length. We 
can let the system behave arbitrarily closely like the perfect measuring rod, though 
for finite k it wilt never be one. Figure 4.5 illustrates the difference between an ideal 
and a non-ideal measuring rod. 
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Fig. 4.5 A non-ideal measuring rod and an ideal one. 

4.7 Generalization: nonidentical masses, nonidentical farces 

We can easily generalize Eqs. ( 4.11) and ( 4.12) to 

(4.34) 

dv2 ( 2 2)3/2 - x2 -x1 
m2-d = 1- v2 je · (F2 + kf- k · ). 

t ~1- v2fc2 
(4.35) 

These equations we multiply by m 2 and m 1 , respectively. By subtraction we then 
obtain a differential equation for w: 

( 
2 2) 3/2 - X2 - xl 

m1 1 - v2 / c · ( F2 + kl - k · ) -
~1- v2fc2 

( 
2 2) 3/2 - X2 - Xl 

m2 1 - v1 / c · ( F1 - kf + k · ) 
~1- v2fc2 

(4.36) 
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We shall consider the case where m1F2 = m 2F11 i.e. m1lm2 = F1l F2. This case is 
an interesting generalization of the original roeket problem. We have Eq. ( 4.37): 

d W - X2 - X1 ( ( 2 2) 3/2 ( 2 2) 3/2) 
m1 m2 dt = k · ( f - J

1 
_ v2 I c2) · m1 1 - v2 I c + m2 1 - v1 I c + 

( 
2 2)3/2 ( 2 2)3/2 m1F2 1- v2 Ie - m2F1 1- v1 Ie . 

(4.38) 

For sake of convenience wedefine a = F1lm1; obviously, then a equals F2lm2, too. 
Now we have m1F2 = m2F1 = am1m2, so: 

d W - X2 - X1 ( ( 2 2) 3/2 ( 2 2) 3/2) 
m1 m2 dt = k · (f - J

1 
_ v2 I c2 ) · m1 1 - v2 I c + m2 1 - v1 I c + 

(( 
2 2)3/2 ( 2 2)3/2) +am1m2 1- v2 Ie - 1- v1 Ie . 

As before, we have 

( 
2 2)3/2 ( 2 2)3/2 ( 2 2)3/2 m1 1- v2 Ie + m2 1- v1 Ie ~ (m1 + m2) 1- v Ie 

and 

So 

( 
2 2)3/2 ( 2 2)3/2 ( 3vw) ( 2 2)1/2 1- v2 Ie - 1- v1 Ie ~ -7 1- v Ie . 

dw 
mlm2- = 

dt 
- X2 - Xl ( 2 2) 3/2 k · ( f - J )( m1 + m2) 1 - v / c 

1- v2 fc2 

+amlm2. (-
3
;:') ( 1- v

2 
lc

2r12 

( 4.39) 

(4.40) 

(4.41) 

( 4.42) 

Numerical solutions show an oscillation similar to the equal-masses oscillation. Of 
interest are amplitude and frequency. 

Defining the red u eed mass J.L of the system by J.L = m 1 m2/( m1 + m 2) and using our 
usu al definition of 'Y, we have 

dw ( 3vw) l- f1 
J.Ldt =pa. - /C2 + k~. ( 4.43) 

As in the previous section, we have 

( 4.44) 
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Combining Eqs. (4.43) and (4.44), we have 

( 4.45) 

The solution is: 
k/J.L - • 

l-y = kj J.L _ a2 fc2 l +A smwr- B coswr ( 4.46) 

with 

( 4.47) 

( 4.48) 

lf the masses are identical, m1 = m2 = m, then J.L = lm and the solution is reduced to 
the earlier result, Eq. (4.31). lf one mass is far greater than the other, say m1 ~ m2 , 

then J.L ~ m2. 

4.8 Bell's thought experiment 

We can now apply the results of the last two chapters to Bell's thought experiment 
of two accelerated rockets connected by a thread. 
1. lf the magnitude of the acceleration is comparable with c2 / f 0 or even larger, defining 
a connecting thread presents us with problems. Observers co-moving with different 
points on the thread will give very different accounts of the motion of the rockets. 
2. lf the acceleration is sufficiently gentle, the thread will not break (the amplitude 
of the length oscillation can be made arbitrarily small). The rockets are then kept 
together by the thread, as seen by the cosmonauts. 
3. For an intermediate acceleration, the thread will break if the maximum increase in 
length is larger than the thread can take. 
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5 The accelerated clock 

5.1 Resting doek 

We shall investigate the following model of a clock: a partiele turning around a fixed 
point in space to which it is connected by a spring. The equations of motion shall be 
found using the principle of least action. Completion of a loop around the fixed point 
can be seen as a tick of the clock. This model is visualized in Fig. 5.1. 

I 

/ 
I 

I 
I 

\ 
\ 
\ 

\ 

' ' \ 

/ 

I 
J 

I 
I 

Fig. 5.1 A model of a clóck: the investigated system. 

5.1.1 Classica! treatment 

First of all, we shall give a short classical treatment of the system. We use cartesian 
coordinates. The equations of motion of the particle, when attached to the origin 
by a spring with spring-constant k and rest length l, are found from the classical 
Lagrangian: 

L = ~m (±2 + y2)- ~k (r -l)2 • 
2 2 

(5.1) 

From the Eu Ier- Lagrange equations we obtain the equations of mot ion: 

l 
(5.2) mx = -k(l--)x, 

r 

mjj 
l 

-k(l--)y. 
r 

(5.3) 
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For constant r we have the following solution: 

x(t) 

y(t) = 

w 

rsin(wt +<po) 
r cos(wt +<po) 

~k(! :.1/rJ. 

The period, T, is independent of the shape or the size of the orbit, and equals 
21r(1 -lfr)-112 ../ffiTk. 

5.1.2 Relativistic treatment 

The relativistic Lagrangian is (Eq. (2.51)) 

R 1-
L = -mc2 - tP +-(A, v). 

c 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

To describe the resting doek we choose Ä = Ö, which leaves us with the potential tP 
only: 

R L = -mc2 -1/J. 2 
(5.8) 

The potential 1/J of a spring with rest length l is given by tP = ~k ( r - l)2 , so the 
Lagrangian L is: 

2R2 1 -2 L =-me 1--- -k(r- f) . 
c2 2 

(5.9) 

Equations of motion are 

d x l 
m- +k(1--)x = 0 

dt J1 - v2 f c2 r 
(5.10) 

d y l 
m-d J 2f 2 + k(1- -)y t 1-v c r 

= 0 (5.11) 

The case v = const. is easy to solve. The relativistic salution is the classica! salution 
in which m has been replaced by m/J1- v2fc2 (sometimes called the relativistic or 
transversa I mass ): 

m v2 4 f 2 

( ) 

_l ( -) _l 

T = 21r fi 1 - c2 1 - ;: (5.12) 

T is always greater than the classica! result 27r(1-l/r)-112..;:;:nrf. More details may 
be found in the Appendix. 
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5.2 Uniformly moving doek 

5.2.1 Classica! treatment 

We use cartesian coordinates. We let the origin, to which the spring is attached, 
move to the right with speed V. We let the spring have rest length zero, l = 0. The 
equations of motion of the partiele are 

mx 

mij 

The salution is 

x(t) = 
y(t) 

w = 

= -k(x- Vt), 

= -ky. 

f:z sin(wt + <t?z) + Vt 

fy sin( wt + <py) 

~· l 

(5.13) 

(5.14) 

(5.15) 

(5.16) 

(5.17) 

The period, T, equals 2rr..,;:;;ïlk, as in the case of the resting doek with l = 0. 

5.2.2 Relativistic treatment 

We shall switch to cartesian coordinates (x, y), to easily performa Lorentz transfor
mation in the x-direction. 

The Lagrangian L of the system is given by 

(5.18) 

with 
v = (x, iJ) , so (5.19) 

The Euler-Lagrange equation we find by differentiating with respect to x is 

i 8L _ 8L = 
0 

dt 8x 8x 
(5.20) 

d x 
m- +kx = 0 

dt J1- v2fc2 
(5.21) 

mx xvfc2 dv k 0 
----r.=:::::::=~ + m · - + x = J1- v2fc2 (1- v2fc2)3/2 dt 

(5.22) 

Fora stationary loop we know dv/dt = 0. Then 

mx 
-.j-;=1=-=v==2=;=f c=;::2 = - kx (5.23) 

so 
x= rcoswt (5.24) 
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and analogously 
y = rsinwt (5.25) 

with 

(5.26) 

Obviously, a different initia! phase can be chosen. 

We shall leave the path of our exposition fora moment. The constancy of the velocity 
v, being equal to wr, makes it easy to express in terms of t the proper time T of 
the particle, the time indicated by an ideal doek co-moving non-inertially with the 
particle. We have 

~: = Jt- :: = const. (5.27) 

and can choose the beginning point of Tas suits us most: r(t = 0) = 0. Then 

T = t R 2 
(5.28) 

WT 
x = r cos --,:=~::;::::i' J1- v21c2 

(5.29) 

• WT 
y = r sm -;:=~::;::::i' J1- v21c2 

(5.30) 

We see that by the partiele's proper doek, the time needed to complete one loop 
is smaller than T by factor J1 - v2 I c2. Th is might be interpreted as a Lorentz
FitzGerald contraction of the circumference of the circular path. Our result corre
sponds with the result of the so-called 'twin paradox' in Einstein's original 1905 word
mg. 

T o transfarm the equations of motion in cartesian coordinates, we have to deal with 
the full expression for dvldt: -

dv dJx2 + il2 xx + ilii = = dt dt V 
(5.31) 

so the equations of motion are 

mx xx2 lc2 + iiXiJic2 k 
----;==:::::::=~ + m · = - ·x 
J1- v21c2 (1- v21c2)3/2 

(5.32) 

mii iiil2 I c2 + x x iJ I c2 k 
J1- v21c2 + m. (1- v21c2)3/2 =- ·y. (5.33) 

We would have a very hard job transforming these equations! We shall follow a dif
ferent approach: directly transforming the Lagrangian. To do this one must take into 
account that the potential '1/J is not a scalar, but a component of a 4-vector. In general 
we have after transforming 

n 1-
L' = -mc2 + -(A', V')- '1/J' 

c 
(5.34) 
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( note that we had chosen Ä = Ö). A transformation by speed V in the negative 
x-direction gives 

A' _ A:~:+ 1/JVIc _ V 1/J 
z - v'1 - V2 I c2 - c v'1 - V2 I c2 ' 

(5.35) 

1/J' - 1/J + A:~: V I c - 1/J 
- v'1- V2/c2- v'1- V21c2 

(5.36) 

Setting 1' = 11 v'1 - V2 I c2, we have 1/J = ~k · ( x2 + y2) = ~k · ( 12(x'- Vt')2 + y'2). 
Ergo 

(5.37) 

The Euler-Lagrange equation in x': 

d 8L' 8L' 
-----=0 
dt' 8x' 8x' 

(5.38) 

m- + -1-k · (1'2(x'- Vt')2 + y'2) +(1- -)k13(x'- Vt') = 0 d ( x' v 1 ) Vx' 
dt' v'1- v'21c2 c2 2 c2 

(5.39) 

x x V c V k ( 2( ' V ')(.' V) ''') ( 
.. , ., 'I 2 d 'V 1 ) 

m v'1- v'21c2 + (1- v'21c2)3/2 dt' c212 •. 21 x - t x - + 2y y 

V'' 
= -(1 - ____:_)13k· (x'- Vt'). 

c2 
(5.40) 

The Euler-Lagrange equation in y': 
·-

d 8L' 8L' 
-----=0 
dt' 8fl 8y' 

(5.41) 

m- y + (1- __:_)1'-k · 2y' = 0 
d ( ., ) V., 1 

dt' v'1- v'21c2 c2 2 
(5.42) 

( 
ii' iJ'v' I c2 dv') - V x' ' 

m v'1- v'21c2 + (1- v'21c2)3/2 dt' - -(1- --;2 )'i'ky. (5.43) 

So what is the salution of the equations of motion which we determined by trans
forming the Lagrangian? Before we shall attempt to find the solution, we can ga in 
some insight by looking at the transformed salution of the original equations of motion. 
Transferming the original solution, x = r coswt, y = 1'8Ïnwt, by x = 1' (x'- Vt'), y = 
y', t = 1' (t'- x'VIc2 ) we have 

r 
x'= - cos(w1 (t'- x'l'lc2

)) + Vt' 
1' 

y' = rsin(w1(t'- x'VIc2
)). 

(5.44) 

(5.45) 
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The transformed coordinates fit the equation of a Lorentz-FitzGerald contracted el
lipse, 7 2( x' - V t')2 + y'2 = r 2. T o show the time-dilation aft er the transformation I 
transform the "events" (xn = r, Yn = 0, tn = n·21l" fw), conesponding with successive 
completions of loops ( one can operationalize this by having a second partiele turn in 
opposite direction and looking at every second meeting-point in space-time): 

(5.46) 

(5.47) 

The time between two ticks of the doek has increased by a factor")': the time-dilation 
factor. The second term in the expression fort~ is an offset-term, as the partiele does 
not pass through the space-time origin (t = 0, x = 0, y = 0). Length-contraction, by 
the way, appears in a contraction of the bounds between which the partiele rotates. 

In order to study more general solutions, we shall try to solve the Eu Ier- Lagrange 
equations numerically. To obtain suitable equations, we substitute 

dv ±x+iJii 
dt V 

(5.48) 

Dropping all primes for brevity: 

( 
x x±2 fc2 + jj±yfc2) V 1 2 . . 

m J1- v2 fc2 + (1- v2fc2)3/2 + c2 ")'2k. (21' (x- Vt)(x- V)+ 2yy) = 

V± a -(1- -)"Y k ·(x- Vt) c2 

( 
y yy2jc2 + x±yjc2) V± 

m J1- v2fc2 + (1 ~ v2fc2)3/2 = -(1-~ )"Yky. (5.50) 

Now we express x and yin x, y, x and iJ; r = 1/J1- v2fc2. 

The expression for x we can substitute in: 

.. _ (1- Vxfc2)"Y~y + f 3 xxyfc2 
y-- r + f3y2fc2 (5.52) 

In the Appendix, A.2, it is shown that, if the velocity of the partiele as seen by a 
co-moving observer is small compared to c (x ~ Vt, x ~ V), a good approximation 
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of the salution is 

[ft (5.53) x = r~cos - + Vt 
1 

y = ' . [ft r sm --. 
Y m"'f 

(5.54) 

A Lorentz-eontraeted eircle, an ellipse with r~/r~ = lh. fits perfeetly well, but the 
ratio ean just as well be ehosen almost freely; the partiele need not neeessarily move 
in a ei reular loop for the eo-moving observer in order that the tieking of the doek ean 
be represented by the passings through the x-axis. The validity of the approximating 
steps has been eheeked numerieally. The behaviour of the uniformly moving doek is 
shown in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3 for two values of Vfc. To be quite precise, these pietures 
were found by transforming the ei reular salution x = r cos wt and y = 1' sin wt; they 
agree with with plots of y versus x as given by Eqs. (5.53) and (5.54 ). 
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Fig. 5.2 Uniformly moving doek, V/c = 0.005. 
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Fig. 5.3 Uniformly moving doek, Vfc = 0.5. 

5.3 Accelerated doek 

5.3.1 Classical treatment 

We accelerate the doek by a constant acceleration A in the x-direction. More precisely: 
firstly, we shalllet the x-coordinate ofthe centre equaliAt2 • Secondly, we add a term 
-mAx to the potential, so the partiele will move with the centre even in absence of 
a spring (k = 0). We have the Lagrangian (in Cartesian coordinates): 

Eu Ier- Lagrange: 

so 

Analogously 

50 

d äL äL 
--=-
dt äx ax 

i_mx = -k (x- !At2 ) +mA 
dt 2 

m(x- A)= -k(x- ~At2 ) 

1 2 x - -At = f:~: cos wt. 
2 

y = iysinwt. 

( 5.55) 

(5.56) 

(5.57) 

(5.58) 

(5.59) 

(5.60) 



This solution is identical to the one we obtain by a coordinate transformation of the 
unaccelerated solution, demonstrating the validity of the equivalence principle. 

5.3.2 Relativistic treatment 

T o accelerate the clock, we shall u se the same procedure as in the classica! case. 
The centre follows a prescribed curve in space-time: the acceleration in its MCRF is 
constant and equals a. Taking xe(O) = 0 we obtain {cf. Eq. (3.10)): 

(5.61) 

The velocity V of the centre will depend on t: 

(5.62) 

and with this velocity wedefine 1: 

(5.63) 

For brevity, we can write Xe = ( 1 - 1 )c2 I a. 

In the previous section, Eq. (5.37), we saw the Lagrangian of a uniformly moving 
clock: 

2R
2 I 2 1 2 2 2) L =-me 1--- (1- Vv:c c )ï-k · (ï (x- l't) + y . 

c2 2 
{5.64) 

Firstly, we replace x - V t by x - ( 1 - 1 )c2 I a, using the time-dependent position of 
the cent re. For k = 0, we want to let the distance (as seen in S) between the partiele 
and the centre be constant, so we add m ·a· x to the Lagrangian. Now, to define the 
working of the spring properly, we have to make sure that the size of the system (as 
measured by a co-moving observer) is sufficiently small {far smaller than c2 I a); and 
that for a co-moving observer all speeds are small ( ~ c ). U nder these conditions, V 
and 1 may be time-dependent, and we have 

which will transform nicely to the MCRF of the clock. That for k = 0 the term m·a·x 
lets x - Xe be constant is clear from the exposition in section 3.2. 

For the general case, we use the Lagrangian of Eq. (5.65) and some relations which 
one can readily verify: 

dV a 
dt = 'Y3 

dï _ aV 
dt - c2 • 

(5.66) 

(5.67) 
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We shall re-introduce the notation we used for the measuring rod. To get the symbols 
right, we note: x2 =x, J.L =mand x1 = (;- l)c2/a, so 

c2 
(5.68) i = x-(;-1)-

a 

w di = x _ c2 
a V = x _ V. 

dt a c2 (5.69) 

The Euler-Lagrange equations become very complicated. The restrietion of low ve
locities for a co-moving observer provides us with a number of approximations. With 
these, we are able to re-write the Euler-Lagrange equations in a simpte form. A de
tailed calculation can be found in the Appendix (A.3), an alternative treatment in 
A.4. 

By the approximations, from the coupled differential equations for x and y we can 
obtain equations which are not coupled. 

Firstly, the accelerated rod equation ( 4.43) with l = 0: 

dw 3Vw k i; 
-=-a-----
dt ;c2 m;3 

(5.70) 

the salution of which is, with Eq. (4.44) (holding per definition) 

i;= A sinwr- B coswr. (5.71) 

As initia! condition we can take i(O) = io, w(O) = 0: then 

i 
io 
-COSWT 
Î 

(5.72) 

w ~· 2 
(5.73) 

For y we are left with 

( 5. 7 4) 

The salution is simply 

{k {k 
y = A sin V ;;;r + B cos V ;;;r. ( 5. 75) 

Concluding, we may say that the asciilation in the y-direction is a classica! harmonie 
asciilation in the proper time T. This is very important for the functioning of our 
doek: in our approximation, the doek follows the time dilation ideally, as there are 
constant amounts of proper time between the ticks. Figure 5.4 illustrates how this 
behaviour is interpreted in S. In S, the ticks are given by y(tn) = 0. lf we then 
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calculate Tn by T = (c/a)arsinh(at/c) (this relation is shown by the curve), we see: 
Tn+l- Tn = const .. 

10 
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Fig. 5.4 The ticks of the doek are equally spaeed in T. 

Using initia! conditions y(O) = 'o, Ymax = fo and recalling Eqs. (5.72-5.73), we may 
summarize the behaviour of our doek: 

c2 . fo 
(5.76) x = -(/- 1) +- COSW:cT 

a I 

W:c fR, 2 
(5.77) 

y f 0 sinw11r (5.78) 

Wy ~ {5.79) 

lf we should plot y versus f1, the co-moving abserver's picture of the doek, we get 
Lissajous figures; we shall investigate the special case W:c :::::: w11 , i.e., ( ma2 )/( kc2 ) ~ 1. 
Writing w for w11 and w- 6 for W:c, we introduce x, jj, a and {3: 

x = ~: = cos(w- h)r = coshrcoswr + sinhrsinwr = acoswr + {3sinwr 

(5.80) 

jj = ~ = sinwr (5.81) 
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With ó ~ w the fluctuation in a and f3 is slow. We immediately see 

(x ~f3y r + y2 = 1 (5.82) 

x2- 2{3xy + {32y2 + a2fl = Q2. (5.83) 

By definition, we have a 2 + {32 = 1, so 

(5.84) 

We can write this equation in terms of 2-dimensional spatial vectors: 

( __ ) ( 1 -f3 ) (x) 2 0 x, y -{3 1 y - Q = . (5.85) 

Eigenvalues of the matrix in Eq. (5.85) are 1 + f3 and 1 - f3 for the ( normalized) 
eigenveetors ( ~J2,- ~J2) and ( ~J2, ~J2), respectively: for fixed a and {3, 1!31 =/; 1, 
we have an ellipse the major axes of which are the coordinate axes rotated 45°. Length 
and width (or vice versa) are a/Jï+7J and aj..;r-:::71. lf a and f3 fluctuate slowly, 
the ellipse is deformed slowly, as in Fig. 5.5. 
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Fig. 5.5 The partiele follows a slowly deforming ellipse, ó fw = 0.01. 
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6 Conclusion 

We have looked at a system of two mass points, constantly accelerated in their 
MCRF's. Calculations of the distance between the mass points, as seen by inertial 
and co-moving observers, show that the Lorentz-FitzGerald contraction is no natural 
consequence of the acceleration of this system. 

We devised a model of a measuring rod, consisting of two mass points connected by 
a spring. The behaviour of this rod, accelerated according toa certain programme for 
which the rod is dassically ideal, has been calculated relativistically. The equations of 
motion have been formulated and solved numerically and, in approximation, analyti
cally. The system is shown not to be an ideal relativistic measuring rod; however, as 
the spring-constant is taken larger, the system wiJl behave more dosely ideally. The 
limiting case of an infinite spring-constant corresponds with a Born-rigid measuring 
rod. 

A doek, too, has been investigated. Our model consisted of a mass point attached to 
a fixed point by a spring. We calculated dassically and relativistically its behaviour in 
rest, in uniform motion and during acceleration: we constructed the Lagrangian of the 
system and solved the equations of motion numerically. Under certain assumptions the 
equations could be solved analytically. The doek proved to be ideal both dassically 
and relativistically. 

T o show the behaviour of an ideal relativistic measuring device, far less stringent 
restrictions have to be posed on a doek, than on a measuring rod. The doek and, in 
the limiting case of Born rigidity, the measuring rod, can be described by the theory 
and reproduce the effects postulated within the theory, so an internally consistent 
formulation of relativistic mechanics is possible. 

We saw that three cases should be distinguished in Bell's thought experiment of two 
accelerated rods connected by a thread: for large acceleration, a thread cannot be 
defined; for intermediale acceleration, the thread wiJl break; for gentie acceleration, 
the thread wiJl not break. 

The qualitative difference in the cosmonauts' descriptions in the case of a large initial 
distance indicates problems with a realistic interpretation of SRT. In our research, 
these problems have been avoided by postulating small relative veloeities within our 
systems. To elaborate an observationalistic interpretation, knowledge of the precise 
nature of the operationalization (by light-signals) of the measurement procedure is 
needed. This nature is an interesting subject for further research. 
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Appendix A Diverse relativistic calculations 

A.l Resting doek 

The relativistic Lagrangian is 

R 1-
L = -mc2 

- t/J +-(A, V) 
c 

{A.1) 

where we chciose Ä = Ö: 

R L = -mc2 
- t/J. 

2 
(A.2) 

In polar coordinates (r,<p), the potential t/J of a spring with rest length zero is given 
by tjJ = ikr2, so using v2 = r2 + r 2cp2 we see the Lagrangian in polar coordinates, 
L', is: 

'2 2 . 2 1 
L' = -mc2 1- r + r <p - -kr2. 

c2 2 
(A.3) 

Differentiating with respect to <p we get the first Eu Ier- Lagrange equation: 

d äL' äL' 
0 (A.4) ---- = 

dt Öcp Ö<p 

d r2cp 
0 (A.5) 

dt J1- v2fc2 
= 

r2cp 
const. =: B {A.6) J1- v2fc2 

= 

This Jast equation is the relativistic equivalent of Kepier's law which states that in 
equal times the radius vector sweeps out equal areas, or the law of conservalion of 
angular momenturn (as we can easily see multiplying both sides by m). We can now 
give cp explicitly in terms of r and r: 

and 

r2cp 
= B J1- v2fc2 

r2cp rJ1 - r2 1 c2 

B Jr2 + B2fc2 

(A.7) 

(A.8) 

{A.9) 

(A.10) 

(A.ll) 

(A.l2) 
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Differentiating with respect to 1' gives: 

d aL' aL' 
0 (A.13) 

dt ar ar 
d r r~2 

m- +kr- m = 0 
dt v'l- v2 fc2 Jl- v2 fc2 

(A.14) 

m- B-r- +kr-mEP.. d ( . ) . 
dt r2~ r 

( 

.. . 2. . .. ) . 
mB _!__-!:. · _!_-!.... · !t.. -mEP.. 

r2~ ~ r3 r2 ~2 r 

B 
-r2~3 + rr~- 2f2~- rrcp 

m s ·2 r<p 

0 (A.15) 

-kr (A.16) 

-kr (A.17) 

The easiest salution we have in the case of the partiele turning a stationary circular 
loop: cp = 0, r = 0 and :;: = 0. For then we have 

(A.18) 

or 
kr2 = v2 m 

Jl- v2fc2 
(A.l9) 

The time T needed to complete one loop is: 

T 21rr fi1 ( v2) -t =- = 211" - 1--
v k c2 

(A.20) 

We can also obtain an expression forT which is explicit, i.e., not containing v. 

So 

) 

_l ( 2 
k2r 4 kr2 m 1+----- =211" -

4m2c4 2mc2 fi 
The Hamiltonian function H is defined by 

H = (v, ~~)- L 
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(A.21) 

(A.22) 

(A.23) 

(A.24) 

k2 r 4 kr2 

1+--+--
4m2c4 2mc2 )

! 

(A.25) 

(A.26) 



so with 

R L = -mc2 
- '1/J 

2 
(A.27) 

we have 

(A.28) 

By 

dH aH ap aH ax aH aH aH aH aH aH 
dt = ap at + ax at + at = ap · - ax + ax ap = at (A.29) 

we find 
mc2 1 

----,==::::::;:::::;::=:;;: + -kr2 = const. =: E. 
v'1- v2fc2 2 

(A.30) 

Thus we can give an expression for i· in which <p and its derivatives have been elimi
nated, viz., by 

(A.31) 

Th en 

E 
2 v' r2 + B2 / c2 1 k 2 

=me +- ·r 
rv'1-f2jc2 2 

(A.32) 

so g Jr2 + B2fc2 
= 11lC2 ....:...._---:---'--

r(E- ~kr2) 
(A.33) 

f2 r2 + B2 jc2 - = 1- m2c4 
• (A.34) 

c2 r2(E- ~kr2)2 

We have not managed to find an explicit salution of this equation. Even determining 
rmin and rmax by i· = 0 is very troublesome, as we then obtain an equation of third 
order (in r 2 ). 

We may slightly generalize our results by taking the potential '1/J = ~k ( r -l)2, which 
is the potential of a spring with rest length l. We obtain 

and 

mv2 -
--;==~~ = kr ( r - f) 
v'1- v2fc2 

v= ·1+ __ .:.....__~ 2 kr(r-l) ( k2r 2(r-l)2 kr(r-l)) 
m 4m2c4 · 2mc2 

(A.35) 

(A.36) 

With v2 > 0, we see r > l. Use of the Lagrangian formalism ensures that at any 
choice of k and r, v2 < c2 (provided, of course, r > l). In this particular case it is 
easy to prove so explicitly. Let a be defined by 

kr (r -l) 
a=-"----:~ 

mc2 
(A.37) 
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ergo 

2 2 cR
2 

a) 2 1 2cR ) v = c a · 1 + - - - = c · -a 1 + - - 1 
4 2 2 a2 

and as yf1 + 41 a2 < 1 + 21 a 2 for any a, we have 

2 2 1 2 2 
v < c ·-a ·-

2 a2 

so 

just as we wanted to prove. 

The time T needed to complete one loop can be found by 

v2 kR2 l -=- 1--·(1--) 
r2 m c2 r 

r fi ( v2) -t ( l) -t T = 21r- = 21r - 1 - - 1 - -
v k c2 r 

A.2 Clock in uniform motion 

(A.38) 

(A.39) 

(A.40) 

(A.41) 

(A.42) 

(A.43) 

From the velocity composition law, Eqs. (2.59) and (2.60), we obtain quantitative 
approximations: 

(A.44) 

(A.45) 

So 
:i:-V 

1- V 2 /c2 V t-:i:Vfc2 
---:-::-:'-:---7 = 1 + - ~ 1 
1- xVIc2 c c 

(A.46) 

and similarly 

(A.47) 

and 
1-±21c2 1 (V-x)(V+x) 
--=---- = 1 + - ~ 1. 
1 - V2 I c2 c2 1 - V2 I c2 

(A.48) 

We can rewrite 

(A.49) 
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and 

So 

x ~ -(1- Vxlc2 )!5_(x- Vt) 
m 

- Vk ((x- Vt)(x- V)+ yiJ/;2 ) + xiJ !5....y(1- Vxlc2 ) 
mc2 c2 m 

Y.. (1 V. I 2) k 2 .... I 2 
~ - - x c -y- 1 xxy c 

m 

We now replace (1- Vxlc2 ) by 1/;2• 

x ~ _ k x- Vt _ Vk ((x_ Vt)(x _V)+ yiJ/; 2 ) + xiJ !5._.]!_ 
m 12 mc2 c2 m 12 

.. k y 2··. "I 2 y ~ ---- 1 xxy c 
11ll2 

We rewrite 

where 

so 

k ( 1 V 2
- V x) 1 k yiJ x~ --(x- Vt) - + +---(x- V) 

m 12 c2 12 m c2 

k x- Vt k yiJ (x- V) 
x ~ -- + ---'-----"-

m 12- . m c2 12 

Y
.. k y - 2 .: • • I 2 

~ --- + 1 xxy c 
11ll2 

As we have lx- VI~ c/;2 and liJI ~ cf;, we see: 

l

kyiJ(x-V)I Ik yl -- ~ --
m c2 12 m 15 

(A.50) 

(A.51) 

(A.52) 

(A.53) 

(A.54) 

(A.55) 

(A.56) 

(A.57) 

(A.58) 

(A.59) 

we shall suppose that the second term of the first differential equation is very small 
compared to the first, so we have: 

which is in x only. We easily find 

.. k x- Vt 
x=---

m 12 
(A.60) 

(A.61) 
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r~ can be chosen arbitrarily, as long as the condition I±- VI ~ cf'y2 is fulfilled, i.e. 
r~..jkfm ~ cf'y. Now we are to find a good approximation of the solution of the 
second differential equation. Filling in x gives 

(A.62) 

T o see if we can neglect the iJ term we notice 

(A.63) 
We shall construct a new differential equation: 

ii = -ay +biJ (A.64) 

We take a from the original differential equation and let b be the right-hand term of 
Eq. (A.63). Solutions take the form 

with w1 ,2 determined by 
w2

- bw +a= 0. 

lf b ~ 2Jä, we have a sinusoidal solution. 

(A.65) 

(A.66) 

so indeed b ~ 2.,fä. As the time-dependent iJ term in the diff. eq. is even smaller, we 
have for y: 

y = r~sin{f~. (A.68) 

A.3 Accelerated doek 

Eu Ier- Lagrange (x): 
d 8L 8L 
dt a± = ax. 

The right-hand term is easily found: 

8L = -(1- V(t)±)'yak(x- (i- l)c2/a) +ma. 
ax c2 

The left-hand term is the more complicated one: 
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d 8L 
dt 8± 

(A.69) 

(A.70) 

(A.71) 



( 
x xx2 fc2 + yxiJfc2) 

= m J1-v2fc2+ (1-v2fc2)3/2 

+~2 i_ (v13(x- (7 -1)c2/a)2 + V7y2) (A.72) 
2c dt 

( 
x xx2 /c2 + fJxiJ/c2) 

= m J1- v2fc2 + (1- v2fc2)3/2 

k ( a aV2 
+-2 a (x- (7- 1)c2 fa) 2 + 2Y2 + 372- 2 (x- (î'- 1)c2 fa? 

2c 7 c 

+2V73 (x- (7- 1)c2fa) (x-::~)+ a~
2 

y2 + 2V7yiJ) (A.73) 

( 
x xx2fc2 + fJxiJfc2) 

= m J1- v2fc2 + (1- v2fc2)3/2 

+ 2~2 (a (x - ( 7 - 1 )c2 /a )2 + ay2 + 372 a ~
2 

(x - (î' - 1 )c2 fa )2 

+2V73 (x- (î'- 1)c2fa) (x- V)+ 2V7yiJ). (A.74) 

Euler-Lagrange (y): 
d 8L 8L 
dt 8iJ = 8y. (A.75) 

Except for the time-dependenee of V, we have the very sa me formula we had in the 
unaccelerated case: 

(A.76) 

So 
.. (1- V(t)xfc~)î'~y + f 3xxiJfc2 

y = - r + f3iJ2 I c2 . (A.77) 

When we substitute this in the x Euler-Lagrange equation we obtain: 

x xx2 fc2 + yxiJ/c2 -
+ J1- v2fc2 (1- v2fc2)3/2 -

V(t)x 3 k 2 
- ( 1 - ~ )î' m (x - ( 7 - 1 )c /a) + a 

k ( aV2 

- --2 a (x- (î'- 1)c2 fa) 2 + ay2 + 372- 2 (x- (7- 1)c2 fa) 2 
2mc c 

+ 2V73 (x- (7- 1)c2 fa) (x- V)+ 2l'7YiJ) (A.78) 

We shall re-introduce the notation we used for the measuring rod. To get the symbols 
right, we note: x2 = x, J.l = m and x1 = (î' - 1 )c2 /a, so 

f 
c2 

(A.79) = x- (7- 1)-
a 

w = dl = x _ c
2 

a V = x _ V. (A.80) 
dt a c2 
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Th en 

or: 

.. r 
x = -
1- x21c2 

( V(t)x) 3 k n 
1 - -- "f -{. + a 

c2 m 

With 

k V y x y I c2 k . 2 
- m --;;2'YY + 1lf2 + y2 lc2 m 'YY(1- V(t)xlc ) 

k y ( x V(t)x v) k y x- v = -"{y- (1 - --) - = -"{y 
m c2 1 - x2 I c2 c2 m c2 1 - x2 I c2 

we see: 

.. r (1 l'(t)x) 3 k n x = - - -- 7 -{. + a 1 - x2 I c2 .c- - c2 m 

--- af2 + ay2 + 3"{2-f2 + 2l'73Cw k ( aV2 ) 
2mc2 c2 

k y x- V 
+-'YY m c21- x21c2' 

Using 
dw .. a 
-=x--
dt 73 

we obtain 
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dw 

dt 

(A.81) 

(A.83) 

(A.84) 

(A.85) 

(A.86) 



We approximate 

and 

( 
•2)1/2 ( •2 •2)1/2 1 •2 ( •2)-1/2 •2 x x + y y x IY 

1- - - 1- :::::: -- 1-- :::::: --. 
c2 c2 2 c2 c2 2c2 (A.88) 

So 

1 _ a:: 1 _ ( . x2) ( x2 + iP) t/2 ( v2) a12 
---'=---- 1-- 1- - 1--r ,a c2 c2 c2 (A.89) 

= (1- !:)"'- (~-::)"' 
- 1-- 1-- - 1---:--( 

:i;2) ( ( :i;2) 1/2 ( :i;2 + y2) 1/2) 
c2 c2 c2 (A.90) 

3Vw iJ2 

:::::------
-yc2 2-yc2 (A.91) 

Now we use 1':::::: f, .j1- :i:21c2:::::: 1/1' and 1- V(t)xlc2 :::::: 1/1'2. We shall assume 
iJ 212 ~ 3jVwj, so 

So 

dw 
dt 

1- ~= :::::: (- 2Vw _ Vw + iJ2
12) lf:::::: _ 3Vw 

r c2 c2 -yc2 (A.92) 

3Vw k f-y -~-
= -a-----

-yc2 m -y3 

k ( f
2 

a V 2 f
2 

) k iJw --- a-+3--+2Vwf +--y. 
2mc2 -y3 c2 1' m c2 (A.93) 

With liJI ~ eh and lwl ~ cf1'2, we can neglect the last term with respect to 
(kIm)( f-y /1'3), provided the magnitude of y is not far greater than f-y. As jf-y I ~ c2 I a, 
we see 

ka f2 
~~~~<Ik ~~I --- ~ 

2mc2 -y3 m -y4 m-y3 
(A.94) 

k aV2 f 2 3 ka f2 Ik f-y I --3-- < --- ~ --. 
2mc2 c2 1' 2 mc2 1' m -y3 

(A.95) 

We strike out the two terms in question. 

(A.96) 
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We shall give a criterion to neglect the third term with respect to the second. Using 
V(t) = ath we see 

(A.97) 

so the criterion is 
atlwl 1 
--~-. 

c2 'Y 
(A.98) 

As lwl ~ c, the condition would be made unacceptibly weak by changing it to 
atfc ~ 1/1. Finally, then, we are left with the accelerated rod equation ( 4.43) with 
l= 0: 

dw 3Vw k f7 
-=-a-----
dt 7c2 m 73 

(A.99) 

the solution of which is 
f7 =A sinwr- B coswr. (A.100) 

As initial condition we can take l(O) = l 0 , w(O) = 0: then 

l lo 
(A.101) = -COSWT 

'Y 

w = fÇ?, . (A.102) 

With l being linear in €0 , we can let condition (A.98) hold as long as we wish, by 
choosing f 0 appropriately small. 

Now y. We shall try to solve Eq. (A.77): 

.. (1- V(t)x/c2 )'Y~y + f 3 xxflfc2 

Y = - r + rsy2 I c2 . (A.103) 

We haver~ '"f, 1- V(t)x/c2 ~ 1/T~ and r + f 3i;2/c2 = f 3(1- x2fc2) ~ r, so 

.. k y 2 ... ·; 2 y ~ ---- 'Y xxy c . 
m'Y2 

(A.104) 

As all veloeities are small for the co-moving observer, we have x ~ V and x ~ af'y3: 

The equation 

.. k y 2 a ViJ 
y~----'Y --

m 7 2 7 s c2 

.. k y aViJ 
y=------

m 'Y2 'Y c2 

can be solved exactly. We know 

t = c . har -sm -
a c 

ar 
V = ctanh-

c 
ar 

'Y = cosh -. 
c 
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(A.105) 

(A.106) 

(A.107) 

(A.108) 

(A.109) 



Now we use 
dr 1 1 
dt = ::Y = cosharfe 

to write, by the chain rule, 

. dr dy 1 dy 
y = dt dr = cosharfedr 

Y dr d ( 1 dy) 
dt dr cosharfedr 

1 ( 1 d2y (a/e)sinharfedy) 
y cosharfe cosharfedr2 - cosh2arfe dr 

so Eq. (A.l06) becomes 

1 d2y (afe)sinharfedy 

cosh2arfedr2 cosh3 ar/e dr 

k y e tanh ar f e 1 1 dy 
-- -a - -

m cosh2 ar je coshar je e2 coshar je dr · 

By tanh q = sinh qf cosh q we see 

etanhar/e1 1 dy (afe)sinharfedy 
a - = ..:........:.---'--=-----=--

So we are left with 

cosharfe e2 coshar/edr cosh3 ar/e dr· 

d2y k 
-=--y 
dr2 m 

which is almost trivia!! The salution is simply 

A.4 Accelerated doek, alternative treatment 

(A.llO) 

(A.lll) 

(A.l12) 

(A.113) 

(A.114) 

(A.l15) 

(A.l16) 

(A.117) 

We shall work in analogy with our approach of the problem of the accelerated measur
ing rod. The MCRF of the partiele will betaken to move at speed x in the x-direction 
(this is a good approximation in the case of a small y-velocity). All distances are so 
small that the length of the spring in the MCRF of the centre and the MCRF of the 
partiele is equal (then we may use either x or V). We postulate small veloeities for a 
co-moving observer. Then we have: 

d2x 
dr22 

d2y 

dr22 

d2 t 

dr2 2 

(A.118) 

(A.119) 

(A.120) 
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Now we u se ( see Eq. ( 4.9)) 

x = ( :;~ - x d~2t2) (1 - ~) (A.121) 

( 
d2

y . d2t) x 
jj = dr22- y dr22 (1- c2) (A.122) 

to find expressions for x and jj: 

(A.123) 

(A.124) 

Th en 

dw 3Vw k i1 
(A.125) - ~ ---a---

dt /C2 m ,a 
and ii ~ k y xiJ ( k ) 

- m 12 - /C2 a - mi, (A.126) 

~ 
k y 2··. ï 2 ----1 xxy c, 
ffi/2 

(A.127) 

in correspondence with Eqs. (A.99) and (A.104), which we found before. 
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